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Abstract

This masters thesis is a dedicated final work of an aerospace engineering eduction pro-
vided by Luleȧ University of Technology. The work has been part of a design and
experimental project carried out during the fall of 2012 at GKN Engine System depart-
ment in collaboration with the department of Fluid Dynamics at Chalmers University
of Technology.

The main objective has been to investigate the Box propeller concept feasibility
at an initial experimental stage. To reach the goal a custom propeller test rig have
been essential to manufacture, which has been the head extensive work of the thesis.
The iterative design process has concluded in two rig designs for scale-model testing; a
Single rotor Static test Rig (SSR) and a Dual rotor Dynamic test Rig (DDR). The SSR
is of a less complicated design because of its single rotor arrangement and essentially
commercial of the self instrumentation, which have made it possible to realize the design
within the given time frame.

The SSR process describes the path from first drawings to CAD models, onwards to
manufacturing and assembling. The first Box prop tests have now been performed in the
SSR and reach over 100% of the specified speed range measuring net thrust, rotational
speed together with additional motor parameters to derive propeller torque.

The Box propellers were manufactured by two different rapid prototype methods
and plastic materials, where the initiating Box-blade design was developed by our the-
sis intern co worker. The Polyjet method and Verogrey 850 appeared to be the most
successfully propeller sample. Resulting performance data captured gave a coefficient of
thrust stagnating towards CT=0.31 with best accuracy of ±2.7%.

The work of the initiating SSR have given benefits in practical knowledge useful
for the DDR design since rig similarities such as drive systems is of identical type.
The DDR involved more challenging considerations from requirement of contra rotating
arrangement and aerodynamic structure for low speed wind tunnel testing. After a third
design layout it have approached a adequate final design. At the thesis closure phase the
DDR have been delivered further to another thesis intern team who working on design
improvement and further rig realization.
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Nomenclature

Acronyms
SSR Single Static Rig
DDR Dual Dynamic Rig
CAD Computer Aided Design
WT Wind Tunnel
LWT Low Speed Wind-tunnel
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1
Introduction

Our global environmental situation requires further responsibility as the consequences
becomes more obvious every decade. Stricter regulations, increasing air traffic and oil
prices have more and more pushed the aviation industry to focus research on the energy
optimization of aero engines. One of the more promising technologies is the open-rotor
engine, which in essence is a compromise between the good fuel economy of a turboprop
and the speed of the turbofan. If realized in commercial aviation, the open rotor engine
promises lower fuel consumption and hence less environmental impact from emissions.
This concept is however still in an early design phase and thorough studies will need
to be performed in order for the open rotor concept to be able to compete with the
conventional aero engines of today.

As a step in the open-rotor development process, the two research engineers R.Avellán
and A.Lundbladh at GKN Aerospace Engine Systems have come up with a new propeller
concept for the open-rotor engine, involving so called box-bladed propellers. This concept
can theoretically reduce the drag, which is induced from the tip vortices created at the tip
of conventional propellers. If the box-bladed propeller concept also performs satisfactory
during engine operation in terms of transonic shocks and noise levels, they might well
be better alternative than the conventional propellers.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background information

During the 1980s General Electric developed the GE36 unducted fan (UDF) featuring an
aft-mounted, open rotor system with two rows of contra rotating composite fan blades.
It was a joint development with NASA and French Snecma involved.

The gas turbine core was based on a GE F404 military turbofan engine. Exhaust
gases were discharged through a counter rotating turbine were connected directly to the
counter rotating propeller without gearbox.

The GE36 flew for the first time on the Boeing 727 and MD-80 aircraft demonstrators
(figure 1.1) and managed speeds about mach 0.75. Although specific fuel consumption
improvement up to 30% compare to those days turbofan engines they experienced ex-
tensive noise and vibrations during the flight[1]. During that time Allison and Pratt &
Whitney also developed an alternative open rotor engine tested on an MD-80. 578-DX
propfan engine fetured a more conventional reduction gearbox between LP turbine and
propfan blades.

Figure 1.1: The GE36 on the MD-80 demonstrator [2]

The main reason of the open rotor development started in the late 1970:s was the rising
fuel prices causing oil crisis[3]. The increasing interests of more fuel efficient engines giv-
ing reduced operating costs. NASA and GE planned to introduce an open rotor engine
on the market, but the project was closed down in the end of the 1980s. One reason
was also the one bringing it fourth the market, unfortunately the oil price dropped[4]
which can be visualized in figure 1.2. Locking back one can tell that the technology was
ahead of its time as stricter emission regulations and increasing fuel prices are the fact
of today.

During the last few years the development of the old open rotor concept have retrieved
to the global aero engine manufacturers, improving the technology for the future market.
But there are challenges remaining, meeting new reliability certification and operating
standards. Two fundamental parts of these are acoustics and reliability of pitch change
mechanism. Substantial change of blade design reducing noise levels while maintain
satisfactory performance[1].
The Box propeller is invented with intention of a conceivable propulsor alternative for

2







CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.3 Objectives

The objective of the project is to analyze and physically investigate the characteristics
of the box-prop concept, mainly its performance feasibility to determine the future de-
velopment potential. The master thesis work is divided into two fields, the box propeller
configuration and the test rig arrangement. My focus will aim towards the test rig and
its surrounding system setup, including measurement equipment, electric motor system,
power source and frame architecture.

The main objective is to construct a couple of Box-prop scale models were the test
rig should be able to operate and gather data of the propeller, static or in wind tunnel
environment.

The final objective of the study is to have at least one scale model Box propeller
prototype manufactured and tested in an appropriate way to verify if the propeller
concept is viable to invest for further development actions towards and competitive
product.

1.3.1 Problem statement

Determine the necessary test rig equipment and its structure to satisfy a relevant box
propeller experiment. Thereby build a custom propeller test rig to investigate the most
essential characteristics in an early experimental stage. Questions that need to be treated
during the project time is:

• Will the box propeller performance be notably different compared to existing open-
rotor concepts (e.g. the GE36) and in what sense?

• Is Additive Manufacturing a viable and economical option when it comes to testing
conceptual propeller designs?

1.3.2 Limitations

The scope of this study needs to be constrained in order to not exceed the time limit.
The main limitations of the study:

• Design the rig for small scale model testing.

• Concentrate of applying a single shaft test rig to ensure the initial Box-prop tests
achievable.

• Apply possible COTS equipment to minimize complicated structures and addi-
tional design steps for better reliability.

• Aim for additive manufacturing if material appear adequate enough for the mate-
rial and propeller geometry demands.

• The experiment will conceivably be limited to static conditions. Testing near cruise
performance need to be neglected.

5



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.4 Project plan

The following phase divided plan is meant to support the time schedule and give a
broader view of the work path. It also provide knowledge if the work is heading in the
right way or if the time limits are kept. This project plan chapter will break down the
project work into seven phases which also can be viewed in the time schedule.

The Pre-Study Phase is where most of the groundwork taking place such as work
path, definitions and important readings. In the Preliminary Design Phase the first
and brief design generation of propeller and rig is going to take shape, in this phase
the design have large span of alteration. In the Critical Design Phase the designs will
be investigated at final and decision of design is taking place where only minor changes
are acceptable. The Manufacturing and Assembly Phase is rather explanatory by itself
and constitutes the practical part of the thesis. The Test and Verification Phase is the
experimental part where hopefully the concept is possible to be compared and verified
in some sense. The Evaluation Phase involves evaluating the thesis work and also the
project itself. The Closure part contains minor writing to finish such as edit and adjust
the final report version for print. Additional project plan complement see appendix 6

1. Pre-Study Phase (PSP)

• Project initiation

• Define problem statement

• Define project limitations (project scope)

• Define Brief feasibility calculations

• Investigation of Box-Prop geometry (aim for bending moment design)

• Search rig options to apply

• Propose test parameters to analyze

• Investigate recourses (economy, material, test environment)

• QFD start

2. Preliminary Design Phase (PDP)

• Design method development initiation and planning

• Rig equipment investigation

• Propeller material investigation

• Find potential suppliers

• Select most important test parameters

• First rig setup proposal

• First Box-Prop proposal, first propeller geometry proposal

3. Critical Design Phase (CDP)

6



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

• Propose propeller alternatives to test

• Define rig proposal and its details

• Select final rig structure

• Order rig components and surrounding equipment

• Select maximum 3 promising propeller designs for next phase

4. Manufacturing and Assembly Phase (MAP)

• Construct and deploy test rig.

• Convert final Box-Prop design to CAD

• Order first version of Box-Prop prototype

5. Test and Verification Phase (TVP)

• Rig initiation and equipment calibration

• Trial Box-Prop testing

• Main Box-Prop testing

• Further testing

• Post processing of test data

6. Evaluation Phase (EVP)

• Evaluation of results

• Establish discussion and conclusion

• Focus on report writing

• Presentation at GKN

• Presentation at Chalmers

• Presentation at LTU

7. Closure

• Process the Final Report

• Deliver project Result to customer

7



2
Review of Literature

Exclusive theory and earlier work about general test rigs appeared rather rare to find,
and it have thereby been challenging to apply in the following rig design method. One
reason is due to the variation of different cases to study and sought parameters to capture,
which sets the main outline on the rig design, every test rig is therefore exclusive. Test
rigs could also be very expensive to develop which could make a rig technically valuable,
information about an already established rig could then become a trade secret and are
therefore not likely to share with competitors. Instead the developers could hold with
rig tests at their facility to partners or competitors when a test campaign is mandatory
and thereby found the rig expense and still preserve the technology.

Test rigs are common used to recreate or repeat an experimental setup of interest
with more or less variety depending on the needed data. Often to verify a certain physical
behaviour that could prove or support some applied theory of advanced nature, or even
tryout a completely new unverified theory, which is the Box propeller case.

8



CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1 Rig background information

A rotor test rig for development at low TRL are essentially designed for small scale test-
ing. This is due to advanced technology that involve high economical risks since there
are long periods of time in development and future prediction within the aerospace mar-
ket. To minimize the economical risk, certainties of an idea is necessary when financing
aerospace projects, a so called proof-of-concept (POC), which can be complemented by
experiments in a test rig.

A propeller test rig architecture can be divided in 3 main systems; the motor system,
rig frame and the sensor system. The motor systems general obligation is to fulfill the
requirement to generate sufficient shaft power for the rotor at a specified operational
speed range. The rig frame structure need to fixate the motor system in a firm and
safe manner while keeping the systems apart of interfere with each other, it also need
to be adopted if WT environment applies. The sensor system consists of a number
of calibrated equipment measuring different parameter or physical quantity to detect,
initially shaft power and speed. In rig design these systems will technically endeavor
with each other such as available space for sensors and motor, to frame aerodynamics.

One existing counter rotating rig especially designed for open rotor testing are the
NASA rig 145” (figure 2.1) which can perform sub scale testing in LWT and HWT envi-
ronment. It has an aerodynamically clean shape, designed with a concentric shaft that
provides a downstream mounted attachment[7]. The propellers are powered through an
air turbine[9], portable to anechoic chambers, designed for additional measurement sys-
tem options of acoustic testing with rakes and to simulate a vessel integration. The rig
is a special kind of equipment as there exists very few worldwide and none in America
available for commercially use. Visually this rig is something towards an appropriate
test rig for the open rotor BoxProp development at mid or low TRL.

Figure 2.1: NASA Rig 145” developed at Glenn research centre, Ohio

Another open rotor rig are the VP-107 developed at TsAGI (ЦАГИ), Central Aerohy-
dronamic institute in Moscow. It is applicable for sub scale contra rotating arrangement
in sub sonic wind tunnel environment, Mach numbers between 0 - 0.8. Arranged with

9



CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

two counter directed pylons struts, extended nacelle bodies with tetrahedral supports at
each side of the installed rotor pair[13].

Some rig dimensions found from a CFD report reveals some basic frame sizing[10].
Each test vehicle have a cylinder shape of length 3000mm and 264mm diameter supported
by a 1200mm cord pylon. The spacing between the pylon and propeller are 1750mm,
in both upstream and downstream direction. The installed test sample are a 12 blade
front rotor and 10 blade rear rotor. The propeller models provided by SNECMA have
a 672mm respctivly 626mm front and rear diameter. A nominal speed of 6600 RPM for
both of the propellers.

Much more usable information on the VP-107 found available in english and Russian
are not much more then the visual rig arrangement[12][15]. The way of creating two
similar single rotor rigs and arrange them towards each other eliminate the need of an
concentric shaft arrangement, but with penalty in such as aerodynamic disruption[11].

Figure 2.2: TsAGI VP-107

To summarize some rig literature, the challenge is to design a test system that simulates
an actual case, or as close as possible. The test sample should be isolated from any kind
of disturbance that can arise from the test environment or the rig itself. This means
that a broad range of the factors affect the rig design and performance, it is therefore
important to strategic design out from the rig objectives. As detailed and informative
the rig objectives are, the better conditions towards a successful rig design can be done.

10



CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.2 Rig design theory

If one would announce that something named rig design theory exist, it would likely be a
composition of several more founded and narrow theories. The head of these areas would
concern structural material stress and strength, motor performance or specialized motor
theory depending on motor type, general physics and mechanics, mechanical theory in
general, test techniques and measurement theory. Besides these theories, rig designing
can involve a lot of practical issues to solve, either with computational help or sometimes
through experience from practical situations or trail and error.

As rig design involves a broad spectra of theoretical areas it is possible to descend
deep into different design details, therefore rig design work emphasize little with project
management. For larger rig scale designing at higher TRL a project team of specialized
engineers and project managers are more essential.

The rig design are often imprinted with continues and various compromises between
solutions based on the available recourses as time and budget. The rig influencing
propeller parameters also affect the design. Some fundamentals of these are the propeller
sizing, number of blades, operational test speed, needed physical parameters to capture
and accuracy.

2.2.1 Quality Functioning and Deployment

Decisions are made every day by industry, government agencies, and individuals. The
major elements of these decisions are the objectives of the decision maker, the avail-
able information, and the potential alternatives. Quality Functioning and Deployment
(QFD) is a method to make multiobjective product design decisions. The path goes from
transforming user demands into design quality, to deploy the functions forming quality,
and to deploy methods for achieving the design quality into subsystems and component
parts, and ultimately to specific elements of the manufacturing process. The method
are thereafter commonly used within the aerospace industry. QFD accomplishes these
goals through use of a basic design tool known as the ”house of quality”[16]. In general
the decision making progress consists of the following stages:

1. Defining the decision context and the decision maker’s objectives.

2. Identifying/generating alternatives.

3. Creating a decision model.

4. Analyzing the alternatives.

5. Selecting the best alternative.

2.2.2 Technology Readiness Level

For technology development within the aerospace industry a systematic metric measure-
ment system called Technology readiness level (TLR) are used. This is to define the

11



CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

maturity of a particular technology and for comparison of maturity between different
types of technologies. The development time are generally very long within aerospace
industry, estimated development period for the box-propeller could be about 20 years.
However to be most useful the general model must include: (a) ‘basic’ research in new
technologies and concepts (targeting identified goals, but not necessary specific systems),
(b) focused technology development addressing specific technologies for one or more po-
tential identified applications, (c) technology development and demonstration for each
specific application before the beginning of full system development of that application,
(d) system development (through first unit fabrication), and (e) system ‘launch’ and
operations[17]. Complementary understanding can be seen in the previous chapter in
figure 1.4

Technology Readiness Level scale:

TRL 1 Basic principles observed and reported
TRL 2 Technology concept and/or application formulated
TRL 3 Analytical and experimental critical function and/or characteristic

proof-of-concept
TRL 4 Component and/or breadboard validation in laboratory environment
TRL 5 Component and/or breadboard validation in relevant environment
TRL 6 System/subsystem model or prototype demonstration in a relevant

environment (ground or air)
TRL 7 System prototype demonstration in a space environment
TRL 8 Actual system completed and “flight qualified” through test and

demonstration (ground or air)
TRL 9 Actual system “flight proven” through successful mission operations

2.2.3 Propeller performance parameters

A propeller generates a thrust force out of the supplied shaft power. The varying magni-
tude of the force depends on the incoming velocity and the rotational rate. A propeller
usually cover a wide rage of operating condition.

Propellers having the same shape but are scaled by a size factor behave similar.
In order to compare different propeller sizes easier aerodynamicists try to get rid of
the physical units. Then it is possible to compare small scale WT models to predict
performance of a full scale propeller. Similar to airfoils and wings, the performance
can be described by dimensionless coefficients. While an airfoil can be characterized by
relations between angle of attack, lift coefficient and drag coefficient, a propeller can be
described by advance ratio, (2.3), thrust coefficient(2.1) and power coefficient(2.2). The
efficiency of a wing which corresponds to Lift/Drag ratio can as well be calculated by
these three coefficients for propellers (2.4). The parameters can be useful for comparison
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between different propeller diameters tested under different operating conditions[18].

CT =
T

ρn2D4
(2.1)

CP =
P

ρn3D5
(2.2)

λ =
V

nD
(2.3)

η = λ
CT
CP

(2.4)

The parameter n is the rotational velocity rps, D is the propeller diameter in m, ρ the
density kg/m3 and v the velocity m/s.

2.2.4 Electric drive system

To be able to simulate a representative propeller while generateing useful data, the
propeller need a motor system with satisfying performance such as power and torqe at a
specified rpm. Other preferred characteristics from the motor system is to achieve some
precision in keeping a relative constant rotation rate (Ω). Otherwise it can degrade the
overall accuracy if the timeframe deviate between data acquisition in the system. The
motor system is defined to contain all components that independent would be able to
run the motor without the test propulsor, namely without a propeller adapter and power
source. See appendix 6 for further system division explanation.

The desirable power consumption for example a 1:14 scale prop in relation to the
GE36 prop lies in the span up to 35kW[19]. Thereby the motor system are in need of an
either highly power dense motor within a limited volume or an outside rig arranged motor
that via a power chain transfer the shaft power, or a similar solution with concentric
axis and extended body frame.

This designates to consider the possible motor alternatives; gas turbine or air pressure
turbine, electric motor or even a smaller internal combustion engine. But a petrol engine
can bring problems with safety issues indoor handling fuel and exhaust gases, this will
also constrain the rig with a external motor placement as it is unlikely to find any
compact unit enough. It could also alster shaft vibrations from the crank shaft through
the combustion cycles. Gas turbines are very power compact and a air pressure turbine
could be suitable of it compactness and high rotational limits, but the air pressure turbine
are most dependent on external pressure reservoir. They are also very expensive and
could also cause high noise level which could disturb a possible acoustic measurement.
The electrical motor alternative exist in tremendous different types such as size, cost
and performance characteristics. This early limited the motor choice of electric type,
therefore this chapter will treat only electric motors and mainly brushless direct current
motors as their power dense and efficient characteristics.
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The electric motor

The first rotating electromagnetic driven devices were created for nearly two centuries
ago among others as Michael Faraday and the Hungarian physicist Anyos Jedlik, known
as the father of electric motor and dynamo. Engineers and scientists have over time bring
maturation to this important technology some time to advance. Today the electric motor
have reached exceptional efficiency and plays a huge importance in our daily life’s. The
electric motor exists in different variants of types were the coil winding and permanent
magnet architecture influence the shaft torque and speed depending on current switch
time tuning. The most used electric motors today are brushless direct current (BLDC)
motors and direct current (DC) motors[20].

Brushless Direct Current

The BLDC motors are commonly used in broad range of different applications, the motor
operate without a commutator which make it more efficient and reliable compare to an
ordinary DC motor. The significant difference is that the BLDC motor require a load
commuted inverter (LCI) to operate, or a electric speed controller (ESC) more conven-
tional used. The LCI need to detect in which electrical degree the rotor is positioned in
relation to the stator to determine the switch timing (frequency), either by sensor input
at each phase change or sensorless through the back electromotive force (back-EMF). It
is also possible to compute the switching through a processor by measuring the current
and voltage, but it is then need to be measured very precisely[21].

Power loss

No deep theory about electromagnetism have room in this chapter hence it is fundamen-
tal in electric motor theory. In the following the motor will be seen as a converter of
electric energy to mechanical energy to characterize the performance.

Pin = Pcu + PFe + Pmec + Pout (2.5)

The power balance equation 2.5 consist of the feed electric energy where Pin ≡ Pel and
Pel = mvi, where the phase m = 1.0 overall. Pcu = mRi2 occur due to the windings
and resistance in the coil and is defined as the copper loss. PFe is the iron loss due to
hysteresis and eddy currents, Pmec is the mechanical loss created by friction and windage.
The final and fundamental power output is equivalent to the shaft power Pout ≡ Pshaft
and the shaft power is related to the motor torque and rotation rate, Pshaft = QmΩ
[23]. If one could be able to minimize theses losses through example superconducting
windings, frictionless magnetic shaft suspension and vacuum sealed motor housing it
would be possible to achieve approximately full motor efficiency.

2.2.5 Circuit model

To be able to process interesting data from logged motor parameters a circuit model
could be applied. The model is based on basic principles and could be good start
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method to capture measurement values in the SSR without using no sophisticated sensor
equipment such as combined torque/thrust cells or optics. To determine the model view
the following equations. Theory have been found from MIT[24][25].

Resistance model

The resistance in the motor windings can assumed to be proportional to the temperature,

R = R0(1 + α∆T ) (2.6)

R0 is the resistance measured at an reference temperature, ∆T are the temperature rise
above that reference temperature, alpha are the fractional increase in resistivity in the
circuit. The resistivity for copper is α = 0.0042◦C−1. If we can assume that the ohmic
heating load are proportional to the current we can also formulate R as a function of i,

R(i) = R0 +R2i
2 (2.7)

R2 = R0α∆Tmax/i
2
max (2.8)

where ∆Tmax is the maximum temperature increase at the maximum current rate imax.
In many cases when the temperature is at a relative constant temperature and the
resistance could be approximated to R2 = 0 so that R = R0.

Voltage model

The internal back-EMF are proportional to the rotational rate Ω by the motor speed
constant KV .

vm(Ω) = (1 + τΩ)Ω/KV (2.9)

The quadratic term, scaled by the small time constant τ , represent magnetic lags in the
motor. The parameter τ can be assumed very small and thereby neglected in some cases.
The terminal voltage is obtained by adding the resistive voltage drop.

v(i,Ω) = vm(Ω) + iR(i) (2.10)

Torque model

The motor net torque Qm are proportional to the input current i subtracted the loss
current i0, where KQ is the torque constant.

Qm(i,Ω) = (i− i0)/KQ (2.11)

i0 = i00 + i01Ω + i02Ω2 (2.12)

i0 is a summary of mechanical losses in Pmec where i00 is the zero-load current coefficient,
which is sliding friction loss from mainly the shaft bearings at a BLDC motor, also
brushes on a DC motor. The zero load current can be found by measure the terminal
current when a unloaded shaft start to turn for a given terminal voltage. The linear i01
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express the laminar flow friction loss between the windings and rotor and the quadratic
i02 the turbulence resistance loss. Another loss occurs due to windings and resistance
(Pcu). There are also additional more inconsiderable losses (PFe) due to hysteresis and
induction of eddy currents, which are more difficult to predict.

Derived relations

To relate the motor equations in a practical use the current, torque, shaft power and
efficiency can be described through the terminal voltage and rotation rate by manipulate
equation 2.9 and 2.10. For the special case were the resistance is constant the current
function become

i(Ω,v) =

[
v − (1 + τΩ)

Ω

K V

]
(2.13)

For the quadratic resistance function can be solve explicitly through numerical methods,
as suggestion Newton’s method will do. One can also derive the Resistance function
practical by additional current measurements. The following expressions follow directly

Qm(v,Ω) =

[
i(v,Ω)− i0(Ω)

]
1

KQ
(2.14)

Pshaft(v,Ω) = QmΩ (2.15)

ηm =
Pshaft
vi

(2.16)

2.2.6 Parameter extractions

The motor equations depend on the motor constants i00, i01, i02, R0, R2, τ,KV and KQ.
These parameters can through benchtop measurements of i,v and Ω be found by curve
fittings.

Motor resistance

The resistance can be found through measuring the supply voltage in the windings over
a current spectrum. Then use ohms law to map the i/v in relation to i and set R0 as
the intercept, the parabola will the give R2 through a curve fit.

If the motor doesn’t have any internal cooling of any kind R2 could be more accurate
finding through ∆T in relation 2.6.

Zero-load current

With the motor shaft free to turn a range of voltage v are applied (10-30V), which
generate a series of i0 at different rotation rates Ω. By plotting the zero current through
the rotation rate a quadratic curve fit can generate i00, i01 and i02 relatively accurate.
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Speed constant

When finding the acceptable resistance and zero load current models the zero back-EMF
voltage can be calculated with the previous measurement data.

vm = v − i0R(i0) (2.17)

Through combination of the computed vm should the vm/Ω ratio be a linear solution of
omega through equation

vm/Ω = (1 + τω)/KV = (1/KV ) + (τΩ/KV ) (2.18)

Through linear fitting of vm/Ω and Ω the interception will give 1/KV and the slope
τ/KV . If the data deviate significant from a linear appearance some other function
could be substituted for τΩ/KV without changing the model significant.

Torque constant

The torque constant can be assumed equal to the speed constant in a simplified method.

KQ = KV (2.19)

Alternatively the torque constant can be found from torque data measurements, if avail-
able. Curve fitting of Qm and the i− i0 give the slope 1/KQ.

2.2.7 Propeller motor matching

For propeller matching an accurate motor model is not that necessary, the most inter-
esting in motor propeller matching are to guarantee that the motor generate sufficient
shaft power at the operational rotation rate. Parameters as efficiency and weight are also
important in an aircraft as it affects the overall performance, but for a rig application
this parameters is not that sufficient, however the motor size is. The theory sources is
found in MIT2006[41] and MIT2005[42].

If we add the losses in one single expression Ploss and build a approximated model
that will describe slightly accurate the behaviour of an electric motor. The initial back-
EMF can be seen as proportional to the rotational rate Ω by the speed constant KV .
Through the conservation of energy one can state some parameters vary by the terminal
voltage v and current i. Aproximated motor model with KV ,R and i0 as constants from
2.13.

Qm(v,Ω) =

[(
v − Ω

K V

) 1

R
− i0

]
1

KV
(2.20)

Pshaft(v,Ω) =

[(
v − Ω

K V

) 1

R
− i0

]
Ω

KV
(2.21)

ηm(v,Ω) =

[
1− i0R

(v − Ω/KV )

]
Ω

vKV
(2.22)

i0 can be approximated as a linear model in this case.
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Propeller parameters

The propeller characteristics is describe by the power and thrust coefficients which de-
pend on the advance ratio, the Reynolds number and propeller geometry as shown in
equation 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. When the propeller characteristics is specified the dimensi-
olized parameters can be computed for any free stream velocity V and propeller rotational
rate Ω.

T (V,Ω) = 1/2ρ(Ωr)2πr2CT = 1/2ρV 2πr2(CT /λ
2) (2.23)

Q(V,Ω) = 1/2ρ(Ωr)2πr3CP = 1/2ρV 2πr3(CP /λ
2) (2.24)

When the motor and propeller rotation rate Ω are at equilibrium the motor and propeller
torque are in equal to each other,

Qm(Ω,v) = Q(Ω,V ) (2.25)

A usual situation is the needs of determining all the propeller and motor operating
parameters in relation to a specified flight speed and applied voltage. A torque matching
can then be applied were the ideal motor rotational speed can be determined. Alternative
to graphical interpolation one can take equation 2.20 that define Qm(Ω,v), invert it and
replace Qm with Q.

v(Q,Ω) = (KVQ− i0)R+ Ω/KV (2.26)

The equation will give the terminal voltage directly from the torque and rotational rate
which is find directly from the specified thrust T .

Describe a well matched propeller/motor system

When the motor and propeller efficiency are close tier peak at the operational rotational
rate one have a well matched system. It could be good to mention that a test rig only
need to overcome the required propeller power. For a system in air this is more essential.
If one want to consider the fully motor system loss one should also add the power loss
over the ESC.
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2.2.8 Power system

To supply the electric drive system with sufficient energy and adequate type, a safe and
suitable power source is needed. One could use either a stationary source via the power
grid or a rechargeable battery bank. If the power consumption is rated much higher
than commercial grid capacity the requirement of a stationary source would be that an
electrical terminal is installed within reasonable range specified to covering the power
needs. A stationary power source can be a conflict in such mean if mobility is needed,
for example one want to relocate to a wind tunnel or anechoic chamber. It can also
be problematic to install new HV terminal, as a certified electrician is needed which
is expensive and also the facilities bureaucratic lead-time can be conflicting. The need
of a transformer from HV to LV could also be an extensive part if high current rated
circuit applies. If on need to work with the electric power system at a safe and legal
way without any necessary electrician certification, the voltage rating need to be of ELV
grade. The national classification of ELV is generally at 120V DC and 50V AC, but this
grade depending on type of system installation[26].

Table 2.1: Standardized requirements on contact protection in low voltage systems

PELV, dry spaces, no

Voltage U SELV large conductive PELV overall

contactable surfaces

≤ 6 V AC

≤15 V DC none none none

6 - 25 V AC

15 - 60 V DC none none IPxxB / IP2x

25 - 50 V AC

60 - 120 V DC IPxxB / IP2x IPxxB / IP2x IPxxB / IP2x

For these ratings requirements of protection against contact in ELV system is generally
necessary. But if the system are of an separated extra low voltage (SELV) according to
table 2.1 no standardized protection are required. For safety reasons electrical compo-
nents for ELV systems at class III or better should be used.

Battery types

Since the first invention of the galvanic cell in the beginning of the 18th century this
groundbreaking discovery changed the world as we knew it. The battery has therefrom
taken many forms of geometrical shapes, performance and material composition. The
development until today has left a couple of survivals and new batteries that is commonly
used in various applications[27].
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Lead-Acid Batteries

Lead-Acid battery system was the first rechargeable battery invented, and the lead
based chemistry are still used today. It has its advantages in its cost-effectiveness and
performance ratio, it is therefore widely used for different applications, susch as forklifts,
golf cars, marine system and uninterrupted power supply’s (UPS).

The disadvantages of an lead based system is its heavy weight, is is less durable and
tolerant against deep cycling then Nickel and Lithium systems. A fully discharge cycle
cause strain and for every charge/discharge it permanently loses a small amount of its
capacity. The wear-down characteristics general apply all battery-systems. Depending
on the depth of discharge a Lead-acid system it provides about 200-300 discharge/charge
cycles. The primary reason to its limited cycle life is because of grid corrosion on the
positive electrode, depletion of the active material and expansion of the positive plates.

When chargin a Lead-Acid battery the correct voltage limits need to be observed.
Charging with a low voltage will protect the battery but sulfation build up at the negative
electrode and poor performance are allowed. With a high voltage corrosion will instead
degrade the lifetime and wore-down.

A full charge of a Lead-based system takes about 12-16 hours, storage of a Lead-Acid
system need a full-state charge, otherwise sulfation build up and reduce the performance.
But compare to NiCa system that lose about 40% of its power in about 3 months the lead
based system will instead lose that amount in a year[29]. For low temperature arbet-
somrade the lead-acid system is superior compare to the Lithium at zub-zero conditions.

Seald Lead-Acid

In was first in the late 1970ths the engineers created the maintenance-free, or seald lead-
acid systems (SLA). The electrolyte is imprignated on a moist separator which make
it possible to operate the battery in any direction without leakage. Probably the most
significant change is its capability of combine the conversion of oxygen and hydrogen to
water and prevent water loss. That the battery is of sealed type are a little misroming
as no lead-acid system can be seal, so at rapid discharge or stressful charging some
safety valves vent the gas, repeatedly pushing system limits the venting can dry out the
battery[29].

By this advantages several types of seald Lead-Acid systems exists. The most com-
mon are the gel or also known as valve-regulated lead-acid (VRLA). The gel cells contain
a silica type (gel) that suspend the electrolyte in a paste, smaller packs with capacities
up to 30Ah are only called SAL. The VRLA are the larger gel variants that are used
for power backups, internet hubs, banks, hospitals, airports or similar sites. AGM (ab-
sorbent glass mat) is a newer design and suspend the electrolyte in a special designed
fiberglass mat. This battereis works best in the mid range 30 to 100Ah and are less suited
for larger systems. AGM are more expensive then flodded but cheeper then gel[30].

Start batteries have a CCA rating in ampere, (Cold Cranking Amps) which is the
maximum discharge current at cold temperature. SAE J537 Specifies maximum dis-
charge current at -18 ◦C in 30 seconds at the rated CCA without voltage drops below
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7.2V for a 12V cell. Starter batteries have very low resistance and can deliver a high peak
current but are not friendly for deep discharge. The way of creating this characteristics
is done by thin but many electrode plates that produce a large surface area. For deep
cycle batteries the plates are much thinker which allow higher depth of Discharge (DoD)
and durable battery.

The great advantages of SLA is low cost per watt hour (sek/Wh), Low self discharge
(lowest of the rechargeable batteries), high specific power (high discharge currents),
good temperature performance range. Some disadvantages are low specific energy (poor
weigth to energy ratio), slow charge (takes about 14 hours to full saturate), must be
stored in charged state to prevent sufation, limited cycle life (repeated deep cycling
reduce lifetime) and not very environmental friendly.

There also exist other alternative in battery compositions such as Nickel-based, but
it have less performance as a rechargeable battery. The lithium-ion or lithium-polymer
chemistry offer good performance to weight ratio but are costly.

Wireing

The design of the power system harness is important to not be the limited component.
The maximum current crying capacity, or ampacity is influanced by a row of factors.
Conductor geometry, surface area, amount of conductor threads, electric resistance, am-
bient temperature, insulation heat dissipation and temperature limits. To accurate de-
termine the ampacity one need to create a model for the thermodynamic equilibrium
between the volumetric heat production T (r,t) and heat dissipation from convection,
radiation and diffusion. The heat dissipation model could be rather complicated, but
there exist conductor apacity gradings and ways to estimate the cable sizing[31].

The gradings are often presented with some margins and long operation times. For
a 35mm2 and 50mm2 at 70 ◦C operation temperature the ampacity are about 145A
and 175A. If one uses the gradings dimensioning for a 300A conductor would reach
120mm2[32]. From a analytical report with experimental support[31] a 35mm2 conductor
with PVC insulation of 80 ◦C operating temperature manage 220A at thermal equilib-
rium. Scaling that value by the surface area and circumference, 220(r35/r50)(50/35). A
50mm2 would then estimative manage max 260A continuous at similar conditions. An-
other way of estimating the cable dimensions could be to use a online cable calculator[64].

Current Over Load Fuse

It could be rare to find components specified for higher ELV voltages and high current
rates. Thereby marine components suite the drive system relatively well as it manage
high currents, the problem is that it is dimensioned for 12V/24V systems. Fuses specified
for lower voltage then applied in a circuit are feasible to use and works okay practical. But
this are not recommended to apply, as the fuse resistance are very low this can become
dangerous when the fuse try to open an arc can emerge and damage surroundings or
create a fire. If the fuse are of a isolated type for example a glass tube a under rated
voltage can create a conducting arc of plasma which prevent the circuit to open.
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2.2.9 Sensor system

The sensor system of a test rig is probable the most vital and important as the quality
and accuracy of the test result relies on it. The system contains of a set off more or less
integrated, and relative to the structure often rather small elements. These work as a
detector over a specified interval that converts a physical quantity to a signal that can
be detained or observed. If not the sensor element doesn’t have any combined device to
observe the signal an additional instrument is needed for that.

Sensor classification

1. Primary Measurand (input quantity / physical parameter to capture)

2. Transduction principles (are the sensor using physical or chemical effects to detect)

3. Material and technology

4. Property

5. Application area

Criterias to choose sensor

• Accuracy - what is the minimum necessary accuracy allowable? Even if the overall
accuracy dose not need to be that high often some sensors together give a certain
information which make them add together to a lees good accuracy. As example,
if one seek the physical quantity torque and it cannot be measure directly one
instead need to measure 2 variables and 2 constants which each have for example
±0.5% accuracy they add up to 0.9954=±2% instead. So if the sensor have better
accuracy then predicted needing it is off curse only for the better, but unfortunately
the better sensor the more expensive it gets.

• Environmental conditions - which kinds of conditions are the sensor exposed for,
it is a reqirement that the sensors should be able to survive and send correct in-
formation. Dose the sensor environment include abnormal temperatures, pressures
or humidity, energetic vibrations, disturbing electromagnetic fields or just rough
outdoor climate.

• Range - The specified range of the sensor is also important as if the range is to low
it could practically destroy the sensor element. If one instead rises the range to
high above the needed quantity the penalty will instead come in reduced accuracy,
as it typically is a reference measure of the upper limit.

• Calibration - One vital procedure that also greatly influences the measurement
accuracy is the calibration of a sensor segment. Generally it is the interpretive
equipment that reads the signal either digital or analog that need to be calibrated,
normally against one or several reference values. If this is done perfectly the
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specified accuracy would apply, otherwise the specified accuracy need the addition
of the calibration accuracy, which is the normal case if not the fault are that small
and can be neglected. Sensors that are brought together with equipment that
translates the sensor signal into a substantial digit are under normal circumstances
not need to be calibrated. Special cases are possible if the sensor is integrated in
a way that affect its fabrication settings a in rig calibration would be required[36].

• Resolution - This is a factor that can influence the over all accuracy at some
level, generally this factor depends on the readable equipment or the software that
process the signals. The signal resolution is specified in digit/bit[35].

• Cost - The sensor performance is very related to the cost and a system could easily
be a very expensive chapter in a test rig. It is therefor favorable to consider the
actual required performance from each sensor so the over all sensor to cost ratio can
be optimized of the system, thereby other segments on the rig could be privileged
if a fixed budget apply.

Accuracy

OIML III - accuracy class
Organization Internationale de Metrologie Legale (OIML) Recommendations and Doc-
uments relate to specific measuring instruments and technology. OIML class III covers
the commercial weighing applications between 500 and 10,000 scale divisions. The OIML
does not recognize the difference between Single and Multiple cell applications, but it
accepts and utilizes the concept in the apportionment of errors (OIML R76). Load cells
are tested and certified according to OIML R60. The load cell error tolerance is set at
0.7 times the scale division[38].

Instrument accuracy
The sensor accuracy are often better then the instrument that displaying/detecting the
value. Insturment accuracy are often given by ±% of reading value and ± Least signif-
icant digit (LSD)[37]. If the accuracy for example are ±(0.5% + 0.1V) and one read a
value of 50V the measure deviation for the value would then be

0.005 · 50 + 0.1 = ±0.35V

and the accuracy
0.005 · 50 + 0.1)

50
= ±0.7%

The accuracy for an arbitrary measured point value the can be expressed as

accuracy =
(% · reading + LSD)

reading
(2.27)

Sometimes the value of LSD can be given in relation to the resolution, then the LSD
need to be multiplied by the displayed resolution. To calculate accuracy of a parameter
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dependent on different instruments one can multiply the different accuracies in the same
order the parameter are calculated. Lets say that a is the accuracy, for example a
measurement at a specific point, the accuracy of CT would be

aCT
= 1− (1− aT )(1− aρ)(1− aΩ)2(1− aD)4

The example shows a principle of estimating the total accuracy. In this case the accuracy
of diameter can be seen as 100% and thereby neglected.

2.3 Rapid Prototype methods

Addetive manufacturing is a technique to create an object sequentially layer by layer
(addetively) directly from CAD. The method can be used anywhere for pre-production
(Rapid prototyping) or for full-scale production (rapid manufacturing). The 3D-printing
methods are collected within Free From Fabrication (FFF) or sometimes written as
(F3). Some different FFF techniques are selective laser sintering (SLS), stereolithography
(SLA/STL), Polyjet and Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM).

Polyjet are similar to SLA, it works as a inkjet spraying photo polymer liquid on a
horizontal bed. Then the liquid is hardened by UV light. As the process goes on the
building tray are lowered downward, layer by layer. The advantages of this method is
that is offers the best building resolution on the market of 16µm/layer[62].

FDM works as quick sprits which begin with the coutures, filling them upp, layer by
layer. The advantage of this method is that it can build hollow components without any
rest material left inside. The method offer relative good material properties but with
low resolution[39].

2.4 ISO balancing standards

Balancing of rotors can be calculated through balance quality grade from ISO 1940/1.
The relationship of the grade and the permissible residual eccentricity are

eper =
G

Ω
(2.28)

where eper are the dislocation tolerance of cg and G the ISO balance grade. A more
general way of describe the unbalance are

Uper = eperm (2.29)

where Uper are mentioned as permissible residual unbalance in g-mm. The mass max-
imum weight unbalance are then given by Uper/Rprop. Some of the most common ISO
1940/1 balance quality grades can be found in IRD2009[40].
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3
Design method

As being a rather unexperienced designer, the path of designing the rig have been a
bit challenging from time to time. Such as the sensors, instruments, motor, batteries
and pylon separately, are quite easy to understand the fundamentals of, and also the
usage in brief ways. It is when all the components are put together creating a system it
becomes complicated, which reasonably is for the most design cases. The components
need to match each other creating systems to full fill there tasks while not interfere a
neighbouring component or system.

The following method chapter comprehends the PDP and CDP of the project plan.
The most time-consuming design part have been the contra rotating rig where the design
considerations have been covering a rather wide area from concentric drive axis arrange-
ments, to COTS motor systems, air turbine driven systems, belt driven propeller shafts,
to serial connected motors with coupled axis. Constructing a torque cell by creating
sensors with strain gauges, to complicated motor suspensions with several moving parts.

The design method chapter will not cover all design considerations threaten during
the thesis, it will instead give the focus towards the actual manufactured single rotating
rig. In the last section a brief description of the contra-rotating rig is given, which has
been further developed by another thesis team.
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3.1 Design approach

The initial step in the design process was to create a Quality Function and Deployment
(QFD) matrix, in purpose to define the fundamental rig configuration together with
some additional requirements (figure 3.1). The QFD narrowed the rig design to single
or dual shaft configuration, motor arrangements with Commercial Of The Self (COTS),
direct drive or belt drive with motor power of 1-,5-,10- or 25 kw. The alternatives create
15 different configuration were the characteristics was graded and summarized. With
weightings the alternatives was ranked, where two of the alternatives gave the initiating
rig configuration; one single shaft 10 kw direct drive arrangement for static testing and
one Dual shaft 10kw direct drive arrangemnt for WT testing. This two rig options are
further mentioned as the Single rotor Static test Rig (SSR) and the Dual rotor Dynamic
test Rig (DDR).

The way of taking two rigs towards the drawing board seamed to have several ad-
vantages at the early stage. When designing and deploying the SSR one can detect
improvements to be done for the DDR design from early SSR appearance and practical
tests. This design approch goves redundancy to the Dox-prop development process and
minimizes the technical and project risks of starting with the somewhat more compli-
cated DDR design.
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• Manufacture or purchase:
Are a specific component or solution necessary to be manufactured? Is it possible
to purchase or is it sufficient for the purpose? Can one settle with only modifying
a purchased component?

• Material:
One need to consider if any special material properties are needed? The material
maybe need to resist high temperature and force loads? Could it be favourable if
the material are conducting or insulating? Optimized material are one vital factor
for propellers, therefore it also concern the FFF Box propellers.

• Structural layout:
What is a good and reasonable rig construction for the assignment, consider all the
possible pros and cons to come up with between the presented designs alternatives.

• Instrumentation:
How to implement a specific instrument or sensor? Are re calibration needed?
Which mesurands to prioritize if needed to?

• Suppliers:
Is it possible to reconsider some of the purchase and cut down the numbers of
suppliers to save time?

• Cost and Time:
Are the budget held and dose the time frame still fit within the scope?

• Safety:
Is the design safe enough to operate, do the specifications meet within reasonable
safety margins?

• System synergy:
Are the components working properly together in a complete system, could any
component functionality or measurements interfere with each other?

• Requirements meet:
Are the requirements meet, are adjustments needed, redesign or can compromises
of the requirements be done?
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3.2 SSR - Single rotor Static test Rig

The SSR test rig was suppose to capture the first performance data and prepare for the
contra rotating dynamic rig. Thereby several of the components used for the SSR design
are also thought to be applied for the DDR. Therefore the test rigs have been designed
parallel with each other. Mainly the DDR suggestions have been designed and from that
base the SSR have been compromised down to a static and simpler rig.

3.2.1 Drive system

The motor system are one most influencing segment as the rig-frame are to be constructed
around the motor and its supplement. The electric motor and ESC are purchased com-
ponents which makes it necessary to determine the motor choice in order to determine
the rig frame structure.

Figure 3.3: SSR motor system close-up view

To select a power dense motor system one need to consider some existing alternatives
on the market. One suitable parameter that can define a compact and powerful unit
is the motor diameter Dm, which is desired to kept small, in our case Dm ≤ Dhub.
Consider that the delivered mechanical power Pshaft, is enough to supply the needed
Pprop to revolute in its desired range. The approach of finding a suitable rig motor
have been based on maximum power capacity in relation to Dm, as the propeller need
to be manufactured in hence to the rig setup. It is important to not be limited by the
maximum Pshaft, but also keep a diameter that can create an aerodynamic hub interface
to not interfere with the propeller samples Dhub. One way of comparing different motors
are the power to area ratio Pshaft/Am or Pshaft/(Aprop−Am), which is desirable to keep
high. The motor should also be able to run the propeller at some interesting operating
points such as static takeoff, cruise or if a burst test apply. This is restricted by the
maximum rotational motor speed Ωmax, depending on operating point and Dprop which
condition the motor is desired to simulate.
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Motor types

Motor types and applications exist in a relatively large number, at least if one are about
to investigate the alternatives against each other. Relatively early the electric motor
was decided in front of internal combustion engines or gas turbines. As the electric
engine have pre advantages in efficiency, cost, more or less maintenance free and a
manageable energy source that in comparison are relatively safe. The electric motor
variety considered are of COTS, Spindle and RC motors.

1. The COTS motor alternative was mainly electric power tools as straight grinders.
The idea came from the easiness of having an integrated chuck which maid it simple
to fasten an arbitrary drive axis with propeller. The motor would also be able for
grid connection direct at delivery which maid the alternative worth to consider.
But a set-up like this contribute to much lower power and rotational speeds then
required, if not decries the propeller sample size. A conflict of reducing propeller
radius from a rig point of view is that when it reaches a size sufficient to the shaft
power the rotational speed requirement rises above the motors maximum. If a
straight grinder of 2.8 kW, which is the best specification found, it will be able to
power a 8 cm propeller diameter, but then the required Ωopt rises to 50 000 rpm,
which is way above any straight grinders capacity. But a compromise of the power
and speed would be capable of rach about 70% of Ωopt. The motor cowling are also
very large in comparison to Dhub, to give an continuant free stream an extended
axis with nacelle cowling is required. Only this cowling unit is time consuming
which maid the COTS alternative rejected.

2. Spindle motors for milling machinery and robotic tools appear to have very good
performance of power, high efficiencies with large rotational speed range up to 100
000 rpm. But unfortunately the disadvantage of expensive motor system as the
spindles are of BLDC type they need expensive LCI equipment. The most common
spindle shapes of rectangular are not that suitable for a circular hub geometry. The
cost and feild of application area maid this motor type overqualified as a motor
system.

3. As there are a widespread RC hobby building interest of scale model vehicles
with overland, marine and aircraft propelled systems, it there for exists a large
market of these RC engines. Probably about 100 electric RC motors have been
considered where just a few of the largest sub scale RC motors are found prominent
of comparison. RC motors of the BLDC inrunner type was found to especially
suit a direct drive configuration. The most prominent motors can be seen in the
upcoming Motor comparison chapter.

Motor comparison

The largest RC BLDC motors found was in 1:8 to 1:4 model scale building. Raw perfor-
mance data of the best prominent motor alternatives can be viewed in table 3.1[47]-[52].
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The power surface density of the GE36 propeller is a value possible to compare the motor
against. At take-off the GE36 propeller require are about 43 w/cm2 and at criuse 54
w/cm2[19]. The value correspond to a full-scale GE36 propeller, as the box propeller
samples are scaled to 1:28 there are more influences that affects the comparison. But it
will give an estimation of which motors are qualified or not to test with sufficient power
capacity.

1. Castel Creation - neu motor 2230 series The motor are powerful and compact with
air cool flange at the back end. As the motor are manufactured at order in the US
unfortunately it have very long delivery time, about 3 months. The motor data
available are not that much which makes some risks about the choice[51].

2. Leopard power co, ldt - LBP series
The Chinese producer distribute motors all over world, but the larger are more
rare. The LBP series are an 4 pole inrunner BLDC motor that have high effi-
ciency and rotational speeds. A very cheep motor in relation to performance and
compactness, they also produce additional equipment as ESCs and cooling ele-
ments. The Leopard motors investigated was the LBP5698[48], LBP4092[49] and
LBP3674[50], the LBP56110[47] is a newer extended version of the LBP5698. The
LBP series exists in several winding configurations where only a few are shown
for comparison as Ωmax, the inner resistance and additional drive system decide
further.

3. Lehner Motortechnic, LMT - 3080 series
This German producer have a large varieties of motor sizes and performance al-
ternatives. The 3080 serie are fabricated at order with alternatives of internal air
cooling. The motor is a 3-pole inrunner BLDC motor with alternative winding con-
figurations. The supplier also provide motor data plots with all fundamental motor
parameters for all available windings. The producer provides several complements
as spare parts, bullet connectors, motor mounts and cooling casing elements for
air or liquid. The 3080 series are specified to manage 11 kW, but from Lehner
motordiagram data of low winding numbers it is noted to manage burst loads over
20kW. Lehner also provide one more compact motor serie of the same type with
about 26% smaller radius. The 2280 series are the one motor with highest power
to radius ratio ever encountered and one can find outstanding performance from
it if one wants to believe the presented motordiagram. The stated limitations for
both 3080 and 2280 are the mechanical limit of 50,000 rpm and a maximum al-
lowed casing temperature of 100 ◦C to avoid meltdown. As the heat dissipation
and rotational speed strongly affect the power output, it is probably possible to
generate twice the power that Lehner quarantine if tiptop thermal management
apply. The 2280 can also be seen in table 3.1 were the presented max power value
can be criticized, thereby the brackets[52].

Another comparison is to plot the motor performance curves where one interesting
parameter is CP . This have been done in MATLAB by creating a simplified circuit model
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Table 3.1: Motor parameter comparison

Motor serie
Leopard LBP Neu Lehner

56110 5698 4092 3674 2230 3080 2280

Winding 2D 3D 3D 2D 1Y 5T 6T 7T 5T

Imax (A) 300 208 140 135 200 350 350 350 350

Umax (V) 24 29 23 18 55 47 57 60 60

KV (rpm/V) 1430 1100 1730 3270 725 1050 875 750 1480

Ri (mΩ) 2.7 5.3 6.5 3.3 - 2 3 3 3

I0 @15V 7.4 4 4.5 4.5 - 8 6 5 6

Ωmax (krpm) 34 32 40 59 30 49 49 44 (87)

Pel (kw) 7.6 6.5 4.2 2.4 5 11 11 11 8

η 97% 97% 97% 97% - 95% 95% 95% 94%

Pmax (kw) 7.22 6.18 3.99 2.28 10 15.63 18.95 19.95 (19.80)

Qmax (Nm) 2.01 1.85 0.96 0.37 3.18 3.06 3.68 4.32 2.28

Dm (mm) 55.8 55.8 39.8 36 63.5 60 60 60 44

Lm (mm) 110 98 92 74 120 132 132 132 120

LShaft (mm) 30 30 20 20 20 30 30 30 20

DShaft (mm) 8 8 5 5 8 10 10 10 8

mm (g) 1160 1020 492 315 1360 1650 1650 1650 800

Pel/Am (w/cm2) 311 266 338 236 158 389 389 389 526

Pmax/Am (w/cm2) 295 253 321 224 316 553 670 706 (1302)

Pel/Abp.min (w/cm2) 57.4 49.1 62.4 43.6 28.6 70.4 70.4 70.4 94.6

Pel/Abp (w/cm2) 48.4 41.4 24.8 14.0 32.7 70.4 70.4 70.4 46.8

Pmax/Abp (w/cm2) 46 39 24 13 65 100 121 128 (116)
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the stated motor alternatives. The information about the ESCs are of various profound,
therefore no comparison table is shown.

• Leopard Hobby - Dimond Pro HV
The advantage of using one producer of booth motor and ESC could give a more
reliable system in a way that the motor and ESC have been developed and already
tested to work together. The Dimond Pro 120-HV are an aircraft application with
current rate at 120A, burst 180A in 10s at max 42V. Leopard also have a model
”Ground-150A-Pro” which they claim have a burst current of 1080A, and only
0.2mΩ resistance, unfortunately the low voltage on 21V are low in the context[53].

• Castle Creation - Phoenix ICE2 HV
The Phoenix ESC are a suiteble alternative for the neu motor, but as it deliver
only 160A which limiting the power performance. The ESC have a internal data
log and the max voltage lies at 50V[54].

• Turningy - Fatboy 300A
High voltage capacity at 18.5 to 55.5V, programmable and internal cooling fan.
Continuous current of 300A and burst at 380A for 10s[55].

• JETI - Jeti Spin 300 Opto
High voltage capacity at 18 to 59V, programeble electronics and air cooled alu-
minium case with flange. Continuous current draw of 300A and burst at 330A[56].

• HeFei - Fulcrum/Swoardfish pro 300A
The HeFei was the one producer who provide with most adequate information.
The Fulcrum pro have micro processor controlled electronics with programmable
features and data log[57]. The ESC are stated to manage 65VDC, 300A contin-
uous and 380A surge current. Low internal resistance at 0.6mΩ which indicate a
low power loss. Available data logging are; current, voltage, temperature, rpm,
power and throttle travel. The data log seamed to be a good complement to the
instrumentation as no torque are measured in the SSR, but the accuracy of this
data log dose not meet the satisfactory measuring performance. The data suppose
to be easy downloaded with the open source Hifei software V4.01/V4.02. The ESC
have an 8kHz PWM rate, the programmable motor parameters are cutoff, break
and start, these can be set to soft/hard or off. Upgradeable Firmware are possible,
can be downloaded from HiFei, but it is important to have a correct firmware, oth-
erwise the ESC can be damaged. Additional programmable parameters are Time
advance and LVC. The Fulcrum ESC is in need of a cooling air flow while the
Swoardfish[58] is water cooled and if the temperature exceeds 100 ◦C a thermal
protection shuts off the ESC. Two other safety features are programmed in the
ESC, power on arming ensures motor the motor will not accidently turns on. The
ESC auto shout down if the signal is lost for more then 3s and if the voltage exceed
63V the ESC is disabled. If it is intended to reverse the rotational direction on just
need to swap two of the three AC wires. The ESC have no protection for incorrect
pole connection.
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form some given data points displayed by the squares. The data point correspond to
continuous discharge capacity at 25 ◦C while maintaining a minimum terminal voltage
above 9.6V. It is given from specification plots that the 75Ah battery deliver a constant
current of 3.8CA above 10V in 120s. But as the the model fits very well one can state a
maximum discharge of 400A if a voltage drop allowed to maximum 10V are allowed, then
it would be capable to deliver that maximum capacity in approximately 120s. The 100Ah
battery instead dose not fit that well to the logarithmic model but the specification state
a continous discharge of 6CA above 10V in terminal voltage for 120s.

For the drive system a battery bank of four units would be sufficient as the voltage
per unit apply between 10-13.5V depending on discharge state. For the whole bank
terminal voltage will then be 40-54V and nominal of 48V, which will ensure a secure
voltage for the drive system. In aspect of cost the 75Ah batteries was seamed suitable
enough, but the unit was out of stock, which maid the choice to the 100Ah units. The
battery bank specification can be viewed in table 3.2, additional information of the SLA
100Ah unit spesefication can be found at in appendix 6.

An approximation to dimension the power cables could be to set a max voltage drop
of 0.5V to secure no overheating for a 2x2m conductor, it will give a power loss of
37.5w/m. The area dimensioning are calculated through 0.018·4·300/0.5 = 43.2mm2. A
cable area of 50mm2 would then be sufficient, rated capacity of similar cables are 260A
continuous 2.2.8. But as the rig wont operate for very long time at max current one
could probable be enough with two 35mm2 conductors.
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Table 3.2: 100Ah SLA AGM battery bank spesefications

Units, Cells Per Unit 4, 6

Bank Voltage, Unit voltage 48V, 12V

Capacity 100Ah@8hr-rate to 1.80V per cell @25 ◦C

Max. Discharge Current 1000A (5 sec)

Max. Discharge Current 600A (120 sec, min terminal voltage: 10V/unit)

Internal Resistance Approx 4.9mΩ

Operating Temp.Range Discharge: -15 – 50 ◦C, Charge: 0 – 40 ◦C,

Storage: -15 – 40 ◦C

Nominal Operating Temp. Range 25 ± 3 ◦C

Float charging Voltage 13.5 to 13.8 VDC/unit Average at 25 ◦C

Maximum Charging Current Limit 30A

Equalization and Cycle Service 14.4 to 15.0 VDC/unit Average at 25 ◦C

Self Discharge Self-discharge ratio less than 3% per month at 25 ◦C

Can be stored for more than 6 months at 25 ◦C

Charge batteries before using

Terminal T13

Weight Approx 35.6 kg

Dimensions per unit 508(L) 110(W) 238.5(H) [mm]

Motor controller

As the motor system are based on a RC system the natural way to control the ESC is
through either a radio control or a servo/motor tester. A radio control could be useful
as the operator can be distanced form the rig while testing, but it also brings additional
sorce of errors. The RC control need a transmitter and reciver with batteries to work,
the radio link could be disrupted. A motor tester could be directly connected to the ESC
and could are therefore be seen as more safe. The servo tester chosen was of a simpler
type, ordered together with additional equipment to minimize the amount of suppliers.

3.2.2 Frame architecture

For the pylon it was early suggested to use a rectangular aluminium beam of 80x40mm
and 3mm wall thickness. A alternative pylon could be two robust and aerodynamic
profile struts of only 10 mm width, but toes where more considerable for the dynamic
case. The rectangular pylon was mounted on a table to make it robust and easy to work
and operate with. In the upper end a diagonal cut was maid to make option to fit a
motor stop, this to prevent a possible over load of the thrust sensor. The pylon gave
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room for an inside sensor mounting, output for ESC control and thrust sensor wires was
intend in the pylon root. A pylon draft can be viewed in (ref/pylon dreft appendix). The
motor platform was designed to be fasten trough aluminium angles with some flexibility
to not disturb the two load cells. Upon the aluminium platform the ESC and Motor are
mounted, the motor with two Lehner mounting rings.

The harness need to be attached within two points between the sensing segment and
the frame. This with a large span of freedom between the attach points to minimize
disturbance forces from the harness, especially the large supporting power cables. The
purpose is to arrange the harness that it only generate a weak and linear force on the
sensors. The linear disturbance force can then be eliminated through calibration.

Within the frame architecture one could count the containment screen, it can be seen
in figure 3.7 and 4.13.

3.2.3 Sensor system

The sensor system applied in the SSR are mainly consisting COTS units with sensor and
instrumentation as one unit, except the thrust sensing. The advantage of the hand-held
COTS units is that no calibration are needed, as the sensor calibration could be a time
consuming and vital moment. Several alternatives of measurements and sensors was
considered. An ideal sensor system for the SSR case could concern numerous sensors
and instruments. Some desirable besides shaft -power, -torque, RPM and net thrust
could be detecting flutter with a high-speed camera, a stroboscope or laser. Further
to detect could be blade pressure distributions by pressure-sensitive paint, vibrations
through 1,2 or 3 -dimensional accelerometers, wind speed or distribution, and pressure
distributions by pitot tubes. For point measurements at start-up ambient -pressure,
-temperature and humidity are interesting.

The guideline of the measurements was to achieve an total accuracy of 1%, depending
on which parameter to compute, as the accuracy from each instrument adds up to the
final. Some theory in chapter 2.2.9 tells there are a lot of thing influencing the accuracy.

The instruments and sensors installed in the rig only measure the elementary param-
eters, but without torque sensor because the lack of finding a sensor able to manage the
overhang load from the motor. Further instruments are possible to install afterwards
if that would appear necessary. The goal was to perform tests of the initial Box-prop
samples, therefore the additional instruments considered was excluded as it would need
further investigation and data processing. An additional camera with 1200 samples per
second was installed by the second thesis team to detect abnormal behaviour and struc-
tural weak areas of the BoxProp vero grey version 1 propeller (BPvgV1). Below the
instruments and thrust sensor for the SSR are explained.

Thrust: The thrust sensor segment was designed by using load cells for weight instrument
applications. A similar solution was also found in another propeller rig application
maid by Ohio State University[46]. To not degrade the resolution more then nec-
essary, a single point load cell capable of about 200N was found appropriate. For
the motor systems weight and power capacity the load cell seamed to be markedly
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the weakest segment in the frame structure. Thereby a set of two load cells where
applied to keep a good resolution and accuracy while strengthen the system from
vibrations and a possible propeller failure event. If only one single cell are used
the installation and calibration would be much simpler, the motor platform would
also be more vulnerable to instabilities and vibrations. The thrust sensor design
can be seen in the previous figure 3.3 with the specification in figure 3.6.

RPM: For the speed measurement the desirable achievement was to be able to both
display and log the rotational speed with perfect accuracy, also applicable with
the DDR. To be sure that no disturbance from vibrations or sensor conflicts would
occur, a contactless/remote sensor where at first considered. Otherwise there could
be possible to apply a cheep proximity sensor reading the backside of the motor
axis, but vibrations and lack of space where some of the conflict. Another solution
would be to read the switch frequency from the motor, but filter the signal would
presume as a separate thesis work. One proper ROLS equipment found from
Monarch instruments would give accurate displayed and captured data, but it
involved several expensive components and long delivery time. Because the several
conflicting solutions an handhold optical laser tachometer without log where used
in the SSR. The tachometer specs can be found in 3.6.

Voltage: Display and log the terminal DC voltage to monitor the testing and compute
the power input. The multimeter found have a numerous of functions with good
resolution and accuracy. The multimeter are delivered with USB cable and software
that make it possible to transfer data from the log to PC. A set of two multimeters
was found usable to also test measure and log the two thrust signal output in
redundancy. The Digital Multimeter (DMM) are only displaying 2 decimal digits
in mV range which degrade thrust voltage measurement resolution. But it is
possible to increase the excitation voltage as the TI-1200 deliver only 5V. With
another battery source the load cells manage up to 18V, which will result in better
accuracy to match the DMM 0.01mV resolution.

Current: The weak link in finding a good current sensor was the accuracy. One of the options
was to use a current transducer (TC). By mounting the power cable through the
TC, the electromagnetic field from the cable induces a small current, which can
be translated into a readable signal for the feed current. As the transducer found
was meant for additional equipment as a equalizer and real time display the option
seamed to be time consuming to develop much further. Another suggestion was
to create a shunt by soldering one or a series of resistors to the main circuit and
ground. The shunt transfer a smaller measurable current and with the known
resistance in the shunt one can compute the current. At the final a hand-held clamp
amperemeter seamed more suitable because of its easy integration and support
with documented specification of necessary information. The TENMA 72-7226
digital clamp multimeter support measurements up to 400A weakness but with
less satisfying accuracy of 2% for DC.
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ESC: As en additional sensor redundancy or bonus, the ESC have an inbuilt data log for
I, U, Ω. The unit have no certified calibrated sensors and HiFei can only promise
a poor accuracy, which can be viewed in 3.6. The ESC comes with software and
USB interface to transfer the data to excel or similar. Thereby it is possible
to rapidly perform a propeller test and create some initial performance plots with
only the thrust sensor and ESC. As the data captured cannot ensure any satisfying
accuracy it is not recommended. But is could probably be possible to perform data
adjustments to improve the accuracy from repeatedly ESC data samples of some
well mapped propellers. The rotational speed and voltage accuracy could perhaps
be poor because of the inaccurate time base.

Temperature: The temperatures to observe is the ambient operating temperature to compute the
performance coefficients and motor temperature to secure motor from overheating.
An IR thermometer was found suitable to monitor Tm and point measure Ta before
a start-up. As the Tm of the casing surface are maximum allowed to 100 ◦C, it is
not recommended to operate higher then till 90 ◦C. In that interval the IR sensor
have a 2 ◦Caccuracy and it would be adequate to add a safety factor as well, at
least before try out the accuracy on a cup of coffee with known temp. The motor
itself can also accumulate higher temperatures internally, for a rapid shut-off the
cooling stream disperse and the temperature equalizes through the body, where
the casing hypothetically can exceeds the safe temperature if it are nearby before
shut-off. Therefore a high safety margin of 10 ◦C are recommended, the margin is
off curse possible to minimize by investigating the casing temperature after some
tests at high power.
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Propeller interface

An essential part to not forget, is the interface between the propeller samples and motor
axis. The solution was dependent on motor choice so before the axis interface was known,
numerous alternatives was considered. One promising alternative was to use about 2
Ømm larger aluminium axis then the motors. Lathe down the axis to a cone at the motor
attach side and axis with threads at the propeller attach side. Drill a centralised hole
inside the cone with suitable tolerance for the motor axis Ø. By processing 4 small slits
in the cone it will be able to fit over the motor axis. By lathe a larger aluminium cylinder
with a hollow cone shape inside with suitable tolerance it can fit over the aluminium
axis cone. When mounting the propeller on the processed adapter fitted onto the motor
axis, by putting pressure on the hollow cone from a tightened nut on the propeller hub
the propeller and adapter would squeeze itself onto the motor axis in one package. This
operation would be a very time consuming process as it involves numerous steps in the
fabricating. But as it turned out, one proper aluminium adapter of this type was found
existing at a British RC supplier, fitting a 10Ømm motor axis, with 12Ømm and 20mm
length axis on the propeller mounting side. This adapter geometry can be viewed in
appendix 6 the dimensions was further applied when designing the Box-prop hub.

3.2.4 Assembling, Drawings

To be able to present the rig solution and get a clearer perspective of how to build the rig,
Autodesk R©Inventor R©Professional 2013 student version was used to CAD components
and assemble them. In figure 3.7 the assembled SSR without instruments and harness
can be visualized from a downstream view. In figure 3.8 the same SSR assemble can
be seen without the containment screen. The deployed rig with instrumentation can be
seen in chapter 4.1.
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Figure 3.7: SSR layout, front view
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Figure 3.8: SSR back view

3.2.5 Risk analysis

As the practical part of the work, MAP and especially the TVP involve some possible
risks, an evaluation of the risks have thereby been documented. The risks are ordered in
level of consequences; death, personal injury, material damage, theft risk, measurement
errors and component or delivery failure. The risks are mainly examples of possible
events that could transpire.

1. Fatal
Electricity risk: Hazard can arise if the current find its way through the operative
person or by any conducting object nearby. In worst case the current can pass
through the heart muscle, diagonal either through the arms or diagonal through
arm to leg passage. This is not only excluded for rig deployment, it only takes
a voltage of 10 mV for the heart to stop. But a situation can occur if current
pass through any part of the rig that not meant to be conducting, exposed wiring
or connection poles then create a risk. The motor and ESC are two units that
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transform high power electricity, and if any failure occur the units can become self
conducting as their chasing are made of aluminium.

• Caution: Note if abnormal deviations of resistance or currents occur in any
conductors. Isolate risky parts of the rig frame. Isolate sections from damag-
ing the harness from sharp edges or tight spaces that can provoke insulation
damage by time. Isolate the ESC and motor to the rig as good as possi-
ble. Install safety barriers such as a main switch and fuse, generally when
electricians dealing with powered equipment there are a 3-barrier rule.

Fire risk: This risk is associated to the electrical risk, but to make them clearer
and distinct they can be mentioned separately. If any cable or conducting element
of some reason have reduced conductivity from manufacturing or other damage,
loosen connector or similar can produce high temperature peaks. By this the rig
or surroundings can catch fire or in worst case the building, poisonous smoke can
develop and incapacitate a person after just a few breaths. The batteries can
also produce both fire and dangerous smoke if they are overloaded or exposed of
short-circuit.

• Caution: Use fireproof rig materials to avoid internal fires and also pay at-
tention to the electrical risk solutions.

Explosive or FOD risk: In this risk category mainly the rotational parts that stores
high energy is included. The batteries also has explosive risk, if short-circuit of a
very high conducting material the battery can theoretically explode. This are most
possible to happen when installing the harness or adjusting the installed battery
pack. “Be aware of the situations you working in” chatter from the battery can
and penetrate a person or acid fluid can hit any person in the surrounding. The
rotational risks consist of the motor axis, magnets and propeller. The highest
chance of damage anyone seriously is from a disc explosion or blade-off event,
the propeller pieces can reflects and unluckily strike a person nearby. Worst-case
scenario is could be if one box blade root loosen and extend itself to the twice
blade length, store high rotational energy and then loosen, this could give serious
damage. The propeller or motor can of some reasons loses and accelerate in the
frontal direction or also radial direction.

• Caution: Place some safety barrier between the batteries and operative per-
sons, place safety barrier on the battery poles. The rotational FOD risks can
be minimized with a containment shield in which stops debris from all tan-
gential directions. The rear and front are hard to secure without influence the
test sample, therefor one should never be exposed of the risk reside outside
the containment when operating the rig. A tape mark can be applied on the
floor that indicates where it is safe to reside at rig operations.
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2. Personal injure
Similar to the mentioned risks above, but there are more reasonable to injure a
person then kill. Therefore the above mentioned also goes under his category.
Component processing and assembling risk involve some work steps were injuries
can happen. The tools needed to be handling imply very low risk of fatality therefor
more suitable under risks of injury. The tools and situations of possible fatal risk
are mainly the electric tools, pillar bore and grinders. The rotating components
can either send debris of material in the tangential direction or get stuck to the
processing material that can accumulate high energy before it impact anyone. Dust
and small objects can injure eys or create skin wounds.

• Caution: Use safety gear when processing parts, operating or working with
the rig. Goggles, helmet, gloves, ear protection and additional work wear.

3. Material damage
The parts and materials could be damage of different reasons, the handling at
shipping, manufacturing problems, accidents from drop by the assembler or over-
charged circuits. The above mentioned are also and more likely to cause material
damage at deployment and initiation.

• Caution: Be aware of the component to be handled and assembled, espe-
cially if it is a rare and fragile part. Were and how the part are temporarily
placed, not at the edge of a table or in hostile environment with metallic flaws
which could ruin for example the electric motor as the magnet attract metal-
lic dust. Process and handle respectively tools and parts with thoughtfulness
and common sense.

4. Theft
Loose lying parts could easily be seen and the parts are generally small enough to
end up in someone’s pocket. This can be seen as low risk, but it is good to keep
in mind.

• Caution: The areas where employees works at Chalmers are rear from thefts
but it is easy to even reduce these risks by collect lose material in a cabin or
a locker. Keep rear and expensive part under observation, keep the work area
clean from unnecessary gear, try to be systematic with the manufacturing
and assembly work.

5. Measurement errors
As the conclusive purpose depends on the captured data samples, major or minor
errors from the instrumentation, calculations or manually captured raw data can
be seen as risks of errors to consider. To be able to produce useable data, several
sources influence; achieved calibration, instrument accuracy and resolution, final
computed data accuracy, drive system functionality, hysteresis, transient distur-
bance, instrumentation time-lapse differences or other unpredicted causes.
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The final updated version of the first DDR design appeared to be slightly different
the the initiating, can be viewed in figure 3.10.

Same pylon beam but with updates of wooden lists as faring, which considered easier
to proses and mount. Rectangular rail and pylon support beams to strengthen the frame
to minimize risks of possible physical contact between the propellers. The DDR1.3
was designed for Chalmers WT dimensions [43] where the rail and would be placed
underneath the WT floor. The nacelle design was mid from a pair of GKN coffee thermos
shells of brushed steel and a RC propeller spinner at the end.

Figure 3.10: DDR design 1.3

For the load sensors the first approach was to install the motor onto a torque cell
and in turn onto the thrust cells. To make the motor fit within a compact nacelle radius
and still leave room for the power cables the moment arm from the motors overhang
load became conflicting. The load creates a static torque around the y-axis at the point
at the torque sensor attachment. The static torque in y-led was about 0.4Nm which
where around 10% of the needed sensor capacity in x-led. This in turn set demands on
the load sensors, and as it turned out it was difficult to find a compact torque sensor
that managed the static torque. Of this reasons a motor suspension was designed to
take up the static loads. A cut of the DDR1.3 nacelle can be viewed in figure 3.11. The
suspension maid it possible to measure the torque from a leaver arm on a additional load
cell mounted between the two thrust cells. The suspension was as well a tricky design
to fit inside the nacelle. It is arranged with two rod end ball bearings connected to the
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thrust sensors, an 16mm axis runs through plain beings inside the the rod ends where
two axis stops locks the axis. The motor in turn are mounted onto the suspension axis
as it takes up the static forces as well as thrust and torque.

Figure 3.11: DDR1.3 Nacelle slice view

The DDR1.3 design was the one with most effort put into and also most redesigns.
As many moving parts the system can be considered unreliable, as the moving parts
can assumed to be static as they just have minimal freedom in the sensing directions,
this gives us static friction forces in the bearings. From calculations this friction forces
interfere significantly with the torque and thrust accuracy, especially at lower operation
points. This was the main reason that another solution was necessary. The DDR1.3
was also the one presented at a design discussion meeting with experienced engineers
where feedback and improvements resulted. Further information can be found on the
teampalce[44].
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3.2.7 DDR3.beta - Dual contra rotor, Dynamic test rig 3.beta

After some design cycles and numerous design alternatives a third DDR desing took
shape. The revolutionary for the DDR3 was that a new type of special sensor was fond,
which eliminated the need of any suspension unit. The FUTEK MBA500 is a compact
unit that meassure thrust and torque in one single cell. The unit are generally maid
for robotics and space application, but the unit full fill all the requirements needed such
as the static loads, sensor size, range, calibrated form supplier, resolution and accuracy.
Specification of the MBA500 can be seen in [44]. Mainly the only mechanical load sensing
interference in the rig would then be the power cables and perhaps vibrations hysteresis.
To avoid disturbance from the power cables one need to make a smart path that make
the cables give a insignificant disturbance force or a linear one possible to subtract
with calibration or data adjustments. The DDR3.beta with the MBA500 installed can
be seen in figure 3.12. Here the ESC have been placed inside a 80x5mm aluminium
cylinder creating the nacelle unit. This make room for a pylon conversion to an improved
aerodynamic pylon at Chalmers (Temsite images [60]), also to have room for optional
mounting of a cooling fan in front of the ESC if necessary. It can be noted that to make
the ESC fit into the cylinder the ESC casing need to be removed or the cylinder need to
be processed a little.

Figure 3.12: DDR3b Nacelle slice view

Another remaining solution important is how to fasten the motor in a secure and
manageable way. For the DDR1.3 fit the motor into a 5mm thick hollow aluminium
cylinder with equal inside diameter as the motors outside. By using screws radial into
the aluminium cylinder one can lock the motor in x-led, but it could reasonably damage
the motor windings as the motor casing is just about one mm thick. Then using locktight
glue could also lock the motor without tampering the casing. It need to be sure that
the motor temperature not would weaken then locktight and release the motor. Another
solution considered was to mount a circlip in a processed slit in the motor casing which
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could expand in a slit inside the motor cylinder, but then the the radial direction would
not be locked. A heal ring inside the motor cylinder screw the back of the motor in
was also considered, also small arms or pinbolts attached to the motor cylinder that
runs outside the motor till the motor front where they can lock the motor in its 8 M4
threads, which it the actual motor mount specified from the supplier. Probable the most
promising solution could be to make slit in the motor cylinder and then use a hose clamp
or tie wire to squeeze the motor in a locked position. The pressure force then need to
be accurate enough high enough to lock for both cold and hot temperatures while not
damaging the motor.

In the DDR3.beta the motor are mounted with two a processed 70x5x20mm cylinder
rings making space for a liquid cooling shell in-between. Each ring have a slits where
a tie wire squessing the motor rings in place, the rings are in turn mounted inside the
80x5mm nacelle cylinder locked with 6 M5 screws around in the cylinder (not displayed
in figure). The whole nacelle cylinder are mounted into a 70x20mm aluminium disc
which in turn are mounted onto the sensor. As the whole nacelle are mounted in one
package on the sensor, the static y-torque can be balanced out, only the shear force in
z-led acting on the sensor. As the nacelle cylinder are connected together with the motor
the motor cables can be attached on the cylinders inside, the power cables can then exit
the hole below the ESC. The sensor wires goes through the fixed steal rectangle.

The CAD figure are not a fully complete design, thereby 3.1beta, minor improvements
and adjustment are recommended to be done. Perhaps to exclude the cooling shell, if
the shell are not implemented the motor dose not get sufficient surface cooling from the
conducting motor cylinder. It could then be to consider to squeeze a motor mount in the
back of the motor which gives better surface cooling, aerodynamics and conductance with
the cooling nacelle body. It is could also be to consider a cut in the nacelle between the
motor section and the MBA500 sensor to get less disturbance from the free air stream,
despite the forces can be subtracted with data from WT test without propeller samples.
From her the improvements and DDR manufacturing are left to the next thesis team.
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3.3 Dual Dynamic Rig requirement specification

The specifications are divided by the separate subsystems of the rig architecture, this to
make them more consistent and easy to follow. The deployed dual rig unit is intended
to meet these requirements as a minimum, this will also supplement that the project
objectives is more likely to succeed. The specifications will contribute to reach a fair
and accurate propeller performance survey with operational safety in mind.

Overall requirements:
Operational time to manage: 120s
Mechanical Power input per propeller shaft: 10kw
Rotational speed capacity: 32000rpm
Prop Torque to deliver: 3.1Nm
Propeller diameter capacity: 500mm
Thrust capability 250N
Aerodynamic motor faring for disturbance: yes
Mobility to anechoic environment: yes
Control adjust availability: 1-32krpm
Rotational speed indication: yes
Control capability distance: 5m
Main power switch yes
Main fuse yes

Motor system design specifications
What should the motor system be able to manage? The rig specifications need to be
considered in respect with the propeller test requirements. How does the rig characteris-
tics need to be designed in relation with the propeller operation characteristics and test
data requirements?

The propeller prototype is at the based on research and development, at this stage
only the theory and thesis supports that this new propeller type will perform with some
level of improved characteristics compare to a single blade propeller.

• The motor system operational time are considered to manage at least 60 seconds of
effective data generation in a predetermined operation range. To be able to reach
the operational point and stabilize throttle and instruments within the interval
one can expand the specification to 120 second at full power load per separate test
session. The operation time requirement is based with the margin to ensure that
the actual test will be able to run at full specified capacity available.

• One important beating parameter to suit this operation sequence is the mechanical
power output to the propeller which working the air stream. Against correlation
to the GE36 open rotor the ideal power output of a 15 cm propeller lies about 11.7
kw [19]. Depending on motor efficiency the electrical power capacity is set to 13
kW if one considers a motor efficiency of 90% for the system.
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• From this power requirement the system components need to ensure that the sys-
tem manages to handle the power in the circuit. One alternative is to specify a
high voltage requirement for low currents, but the requirement of mobility gives
mainly batteries as power source alternative. Batteries are more likely operate at
lower voltages and to manage the power input with either 4 or 5 12V battery one
can specify the input parameters of 48V or 60V. If one set a maximum voltage
drop of 2V/battery at full load the current specification will be 325A or 260A to
meet the power requirements.

• The voltage drop and other losses also need to manage considering the mechanical
power output. Wiring and connections in this power range need high performance
to not create high looses or in worse scenarios melt and create short circuit. As the
full power load will only need to manage short time sequences relatively small wires
will do well for the work but in hence to the safety the wires should be classified to
manage the loads. Filamentary welding cable of 50 mm2 are specified to manage
300A[33].

• Correlating these requirements the motors also need to spin within the right span
to be able to reach the desired propeller tip speed. For a 15 cm propeller at 30 000
rpm (25 000) the tip speed will reach 235m/s (Vopt=205) and M=0,7 (Mopt=0,6)
which suits well as a requirement

• The motor shaft torque need to be able to rotate the propeller in the specified
power and speed ranges. Calculated from this variables the torque need to be at
3,42 Nm in static and 4,46 Nm in a velocity stream of 60 m/s.

• Control possibility and indication of rotational speed is a requirement to find the
test operational point. Speed adjustment between 1-30 krpm.

• Motor control capability should be able from minimum 5 m distance if an incident
arises.

• The motor system should have an existing main power switch and a main fuse
specified the above requirements in hence of safety aspects.

Rig Frame design specifications
The rig frame needs to fixate and hold the motor- and sensor systems in a stable matter
of specified conditions. The frame are intended to hold two counter rotating propellers
which reply that it need to maintain two motor systems with sensor system in place with
specified requirements counter directed to each other.

• The rig frame should be able to manage a wind tunnel test of a free velocity stream
at 60m/s, corresponding take-off conditions. This indicates the need of a robust
and aerodynamic designed frame shape to manage the stream.
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• The robustness of the rig frame need to ensure that the counter rotating propellers
are reasonable aligned and that they not will contact each other of any mean. A
requirement one can set to ensure some stability is to allow maximum ±1 mm of
freedom/flex in all directions at the propeller center at a max thrust.

• The rotor distance should be able to adjust manually in X-direction of a aligned
matter between 5-100 mm.

• A 15 cm propeller with 5 box blades would be able to produce about 150 N corre-
lated to GE36 propeller, The load capacity in X-direction should then reasonably
manage ±200N per pylon.

• The Z and Y-direction will not experience any active load, depending on the system
symmetry. A value that can be estimated is 10 N of side force to manage for the
1 mm deviation requirement.

• The frame requirements also need to suit the prospective wind tunnel specifications.
The primary and most interesting to design for is to palace the propeller shaft
as close to the wind tunnel center as possible. The Chalmers wind tunnel wall
propeller center fixating in Z-direction from wind tunnel distance between floor
and roof of the test section is 1,25m. This give a pylon length of approximately
600 mm depending on underneath test section mounting.

• The rig frames are supposed to be as impartial as possible in the free stream to
give an isolated propeller aerodynamics as possible. The pylon faring then needs
a symmetric airfoil shape to minimize the aerodynamic influence, side loads and
vibrations.

• The motor faring should manage the requirement above while also take the aero-
dynamic frontal force as the propeller suspension which collect data should be
isolated from the faring.

• Safety protection within the propeller tangential plane to be able to resist a pro-
peller burst at the static initial tests and eventually over speed tests. The screen
widths need to be within a range to not disturb the propeller stream creating
boundary layers. A benchmark measure to ensure this are two propeller diameter
from each tip which give a minimum screen width of 75 cm and 45 cm from the
propeller center. The length could be assumed to take debris within 30 degree
angle from a propeller center view. Depending on the aerodynamic influence this
could be adjusted with safety in mind.

• Critical revolutions are desired to be different from the upstream and downstream
located pylon segments. Critical revolutions should be outside the intended oper-
ational test point.
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Sensor system design specifications The sensor system is probably the most sensitive
subsystem as the collected data easily can be disturbed form its surrounding environ-
ment. The sensor system has the promoting assignment to capture the propeller samples
characteristics in for of unprocessed data.

• To be able to map the propellers characteristics such as Cp and Ct the rig should
at least be able to capture the physical variables; thrust T, torque Q, rotational
speed n, voltage U and current I against a joint time base fn(t).

• Real time display of control parameters to note the location the present opera-
tional point and in safety reasons to not over speed the propeller. This is easiest
determined by the rotational speed n, the rotational speed can also be relatively
determined by the voltage input as reference. In safety aspects the current is
needed to be visualized to not over load the rig system circuit.

• The rig sensors should be able to capture the most important parameters of inter-
ested within an accuracy of 1% within the dedicated operative span.

• Thrust sensor capacity should manage a maximum load of 200 N while maintain
alignment with the opposite propeller.

• Torque sensor should be able to capture a maximum torque of 5 Nm or at least
manage the maximum specified motor torque with a reasonable margin of 10%.

• Current sensor should be able to capture a minimum max current in the circuit of
350A with prescribed accuracy.

• Voltage sensor should be able to capture a point voltage of maximum 100V with
prescribed accuracy.

Additional sensor requirements

• To get a cognizance of the aerodynamic behavior within the close by propeller
surroundings, equipment to capture visual images of the streamlines vector field
by place yarn probes at various locations.

• The wind speed could also be an interesting parameter to capture and investigate
in different locations correlating with thrust, efficiency and also the stream line
vector fields.

• Microphone probe ramp to detect noise levels in quantity of dB. The usage of
a noise level sample could be of uncertain value as the magnitude is difficult to
compare and analyze because of interference and such. There are other possibilities
for measuring noise, but this comprises a whole other thesis.
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Requirement summary:
Electric drive system requirements

Operational time to manage at full power: 120s
Full current capability: 300, 600A total
Minimum Voltage at end of full power: 38V
Max Voltage for system to manage: 65V
Control capability distance: 5m
Main power switch yes
Main fuse yes

Frame requirements

Hold two motor systems aligned and counter directed: yes
Minimum rig frame velocity stream to manage: 60m/s
Maximum deviation of propeller center in all directions: ±1mm
Frame load capacity of propeller center in x-direction: 250N
Frame load capacity of propeller center in all directions: 50N
Structural capacity safety factor: 5
Rotor distance adjustment capability: 5-100mm
Minimum pylon length: 600mm
Symmetric and aerodynamic frame faring: yes
Aerodynamic motor faring to isolate propeller stream: yes
Assembly and mobility for anechoic placement: yes
Minimum safety screen distance from propeller center: 450mm
Minimum propeller center to screen edge angle: 30◦

Unbalance allowed at 0-32 krpm 1gcm

Sensor system requirements

Available physical parameters to capture: Q[Nm], T [N], Ω[rpm], I[A], U [V]
Real time display parameters for safety and control: Ω[rpm], I[A], U [V]
Maximum uncertainty of captured max value: 1%
Thrust capacity limit: 250N
Torque capacity limit: 5Nm or 110% of motor maximum
Current capacity limit: 400A or 110% of system capacity
Voltage capacity limit: 100V
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4
Deployment method

For seen that I am an unexperienced product designer, I could say that I am an experi-
enced practician to my age and educational background. This is my comfort zone, which
is enjoyable to work in, and there are no fields that one can get too much experience
from.

The deployment chapter involves the manufacturing of components, assembling of
the rig, calibration, rig initiation and the experimental setup. Also some problems and
readjustments to the design. The practical part concerns the MAP and TVP of the
project plan and at the least part TVP. The deployment and testing have taken place
at Chalmers in the applied mechanics WT facility.

As I am no Chalmers student it was unsure if access was possible to any workshop
containing machines for metal lathe and milling. The design was therefore done with
regard to make the deployment possible with standard hand tools as the dependence of
other peoples manufacturing part are unsure and could slow down progress.
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4.1 Rig deployment

Figure 4.1: Close up view of Box propeller installed and running on the SSR

4.1.1 Pylon, ground attachments

The aluminium beam was initially processed with a bandsaw to create the cut out for the
sensor stop and then sharpened with a file. All the attachment holes was maid by hand
held drilling machine and pillar drill. A flex link rail available at Chalmers was suitable
to fasten the pylon on for repeatedly calibration beam setup. The rail was attatched
into the table frame with two processed aluminium angles creating a robust three point
attachment. The three point attachment was mainly dedicated to the DDR to minimize
internal frame bending tensions when operating, the motive was to learn from an alike
structure. The SSR frame with the tree point M10 attachment makes a compact rig unit
possible to remove from the table frame fasten at any arbitrary location with bolts or
clamps.

4.1.2 Thrust sensor installation

The 108BA single point load cell beam installation are generally a simple task as there
are two M6 threads at the attaching end and two at the sensing end, see figure 4.4. But
to create a more robust frame the arrangement the SSR was designed for a set of two
load cells. As the cells where attached into one uniform rigid measuring direction it
maid them sensitive to tension interactions. The arrangement then needed an accurate
mounting within less then a millimetre. To get the two load cells to not create interfer-
ence tension between each other, a couple of adjustments were done with the platform
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Figure 4.2: Assembled rig frame Figure 4.3: Pylon beam

attachment. Until the inbuilt tension was acceptable at equilibrium load the arrange-
ment was reassembled. The attachment in the pylon also appeared to disturb the signal
in an unexplained way. A 1mm aluminium distance plate were attached between the
pylon and load cells to get rid of the disturbance.

The signal wires was connected at the outside pylon root with the scale indicator.
The excitation wires (red+ white-) and signal wires (green+ blue-) where connected to
the TI-1200 scale indicators circuit board. The scale indicator are connected into the
pylon through TI-1200 contact plug. The sensors are screwed with the same colour code
into a lump where every second screw are naked to make it possible to read the signals
through multimeter crocodile clips. This was also the reason to connect the wires outside
the pylon.

The Ti-1200 indicator are mounted into the table frame with a wingnut to make an
adjustable display direction.

As the mounted attachment parts was maid by hand tools and measured with a
caliper some drilled holes was over-dimensioned with up till 1mm. This over-dimensioned
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Figure 4.4: Load cell
with platform angle

Figure 4.5: Installed
Load cells

Figure 4.6: Sensor
connection lump

holes was also maid on purpose with intention to get rid of the load cell tensions. At
operating one cannot ensure that vibrations will readjust and crate some in built tensions
that can degrade the thrust calibration.

4.1.3 Motor system installation

Before installing the motor system the ESC and motor was in need of soldering work.
When working with the motor and ESC one need to be cautious about to not damage
them in any mean. It is necessary to keep everything clean as both of the units have
internal air cooling which means that dust and metal flakes accidentally can harm wind-
ings or electronics. As tin has a melting point of 180 ◦C one need to be cautious to not
overheat the units as they have very high conductivity. The golden bullet connectors
need to be clean from tin on the conductive surface and between the spring flanges to
create good connection and conductivity.

The motors eight conductors were placed into the 8mm male bullet connectors at
the work bench facing downwards. The soldering of all the connectors could then be
done smoothly with a heating gun. The motor unit where wrapped into a aluminium
coating to reflect heat and fluss substance spatter while filling up the connectors with
tin. For the ESC every conductors was needed to be soldered individually while healed
with a needlenose pilers. The Y-connection was soldered with 25mm2 conductors which
where formed in a coil to fit between the ESC and motor on the platform. Genarelly
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on need to threat the power cables carefully as if some conductor wires inside breaks
the conductivity are weekend, which can provoke temperature peaks on the cable and
melt them. One therefor need to threat the cables with respect when bending them,
every cable dimension therefore have a specified safe max bending radius. At the DC
side of the ESC the capacitor bank was soldered with bullet connectors and connected as
instruction told in the Fulcrum manual. The DC power input was located underneath the
motor platform of two (desirable a pair of two) black- and red+ 8mm bulet connectors.

The two motor mounting rings was attached onto the platform with M4 bolts. The
motor platform was manufactured with optional threads to adjust the spacing of the
motor mounting rings, see figure 4.7. Into the rings the motor cold slide through and be
strapped in location. A stable mounting position appeared to be little less then half of
the casing length, as figure 4.7 shown it is the second mounting ring position. The ESC
was attached onto the platform with two reopenable plastic stripes, a aluminium angle
heal at the upstream end fixated the ESC in its location and maid a path for the four
DC cables.

Figure 4.7: Installed motor system

4.1.4 Power system installation

The four batteries where placed underneath the table frame on a pallet, with 80mm
spacing between every unit, see figure 4.8. As the batteries are sealed they could as
well be placed directly on the floor, but the pallet give a little more airier cooling. The
batteries was serial connected with three 50mm2 cable shoe conductors with battery pole
fat to prevent corrosion (the serial conductors are not assembled in the figure 4.8 as the
batteries are charging). At the negative bank pole an approximately 2m black 50mm2

power cable where installed. The length of the cable was to have the option of reducing
the number of batteries, thereby the terminal voltage. The cable was striped onto the
pylon root to fixate it. Further it is connected to the negative motor system pole with
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one 8mm bullet connector with option of solder one extra.
At the positive bank pole a red 50mm2 cable is connected into a main switch mounted

on the left side of the instrumentation list. The switch managing 350A, but are only
specified for 12V. If breaking the power with more then 2 batteries connected sparks can
occur inside the switch. This can create corrosion between the conducting surfaces inside
the switch, thereby it is recommended to aviod breaking the power when running the rig
or directly after. From the switch the red cable is connected to the fuse box mounted
into the upstream table edge, the box are applied for M8(M10) slotted tag fuses up to
300A. Further from the fuse the red cable is installed onto the pylon and into the motor
system the same way as the negative power cable. See figure 4.8

Figure 4.8: Power system under charging

4.1.5 Containment screen, table frame

At the left and right table corner three pieces of wood rule and flex links making the
interface between the containment screen and the rig. At the instrumentation list side
two parts of the interface creating an opening for instrumentation wires and additional
measuring.

The transparent containment are maid of two 1010x750x10mm plexiglass plates with
a 45deg bend each. The two pices are assembled with two aluminium angles and six M6
bolts creating a house like structure. At each foot of the screen two aluminium angles are
attached with six M6 bolts creating a stand. The stand are then mounted onto the flex
links. The containment screen can then be adjusted in forward and backward direction.
It is also possible to demount for usage to the DDR in future purpose, see figure 4.13.
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4.1.6 Instrumentation and control

The instrumentation mounting was the one least prepared, some of the instruments was
mounted in a temporary way.

The TI-1200 scale indicator measuring the thrust, was placed in the left end or
upstream end of the instrumentation list. The thrust indicator are adjustable in two
angular led, up/down and right/left, the indicator have large figures and backlit display,
which makes the instrument convenient for the operator. Above the thrust indicator the
IR thermometer are striped on a clamp further onto the containment, where the beam
was directed to the downstream end of the motor casing.

Beside the thrust indicator the TENMA compact clamp amperemeter are placed
where the positive power cable leaps up through to monitor or capture system current.
In between the Thrust and current instrument the main switch are located. Beside the
amperemeter a second TENMA amperemeter are placed to measure DC voltage of the
battery bank or motor system. On the containment screen a TENMA multimeter are
mounted used to monitor ESC temperature or arbitrary voltage to log. In the middle of
the instrumentation list the tachometer are striped between the table and list to display
the operating RPM. In the same nearby location one speed controller are mounted.
At the right end on the list an additional TENMA multimeter are placed to display
the thrust sensor signal. At the downstream containment screen foot a rechargeble 6V
battery package are placed to induvidually supply the speed control unit. At the motor
platform edge the ESC switch are placed, see figure 4.9 and table 3.6 for details.

Figure 4.9: Instrumentation list
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4.2 Rig initiation

Before testing any Box-prop samples the assembled rig need to be tested to make sure
that it manage the needed specifications as expected. Also that the component installed
are functioning properly and that no abnormal appearance occur.

The initiating step will conclude a motor test without propeller, thrust calibration,
rig thrust load test and rig speed test. The load and speed tests are performed with 2
two bladed model propellers of different diameter.

4.2.1 Motor system

At an early stage before before the batteries was ordered the motor and ESC where
tested with a 6A,24V regulated power supply unit (PSU). This gave the first indication
that the ESC and motor was functioning together. It was especially thought to test the
ESC data log at adjust the settings, this was a hard nut to get working as that ESC unit
data log turned out to be defect later on. But with the PSU a first test of the Graupner
carbon CAM11x6 prop was done up to 7 krpm. At this stage the rig performed a stable
rotational speed, by the sound and sensing the pylon no mentionable vibrations apply.

4.2.2 Rig calibration

A very important step is to calibrate the rig. In the SSR case this only concerns the thrust
sensor. As the load cells installed are meant for vertically point weight measurements
they need to be recalibrated for the horizontal configuration. For that a calibration
beam was manufactured from a steel beam mountable onto the SSR rail track to get a
repeatable setup. Inside the beam an aluminium angle is placed and locked with two
screws, on top of the angle a pulley is mounted. The pulley can then be adjustable in
z-led to set a horizontal position corresponding the motor platform, desired the motor
axis centre. A wire are fasten onto the motor platform which runs through the pulley
where the calibration weights can fasten, see figure 4.10.

The calibration weights used have M1 tolerance, the mass divination are ±0.005%
within a confidential interval of 95%, [44]. 5 wieghts of 5kg, 2kg, 500g, 100g and 20g
cover a wide variation of 38 weight combinations. The weights where used to set a
reference for the scale indicator with 7620g and to perform weight tests to get a good
estimation of the accuracy. Bellow the procedure of the calibration for the TI-1200 are
explained. Further information can be found in TI-1200 manual pg11[44] .

Static calibration procedure:

1. Mount the calibration beam on the SSR rail track, investigate if the pulley path
are visually allied with the motor platform and correct the settings if needed. (The
pylon can be needed to be postponed on the rail to make room for the calibration
beam).
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2. Enter the TI-1200 indicators calibration mode by; shout-off the indicator by press
ZERO/OFF for 3 sec, at the back of the TI-1200 switch the calibration button to
the right position, press ON/PRINT, the display would show F1 if in calibration
mode.

3. Set the TI-1200 zero reference by; stepping up and down with TARE and ON/PRINT
to F16, press ZERO/OFF, ”C0” i shown followed by a value (this could be good
to note), press ZERO/OFF (make sure no forces acting on the platform), press
NET/GROSS to save.

4. Enter the max calibration function by; backing up with Ib/kg and step to F17
with ON/PRINT, press ZERO/OFF, now the max calibration value will be shown,
generally ”00,000”.

5. Attach the calibration wire to the motor platform, line up the wire through the
pulley with a calibration weight, desirable the cells max capacity, minimum 1% of
that (0.4kg), (7620g in figure 4.10).

6. Set the max calibration weight by; stepping with TARE and ON, select between
0-9 by pressing Ib and ZERO, when the the figures correspond the weight press
NET/GROSS to save. If the calibration succeed EndC1 will be displayed.

7. End the calibration mode by; press ZERO/OFF, switch the calibration button at
the back to the left and the calibration are completed.

The accuracy tests where performed with 10 weight combinations two times. The
first calibration gave a result of about 1% error. After a second calibration attempt
with lubricated pulley and adjusted beam the test differ about 0.5% above 500g. The
lower value were not included as the indicator display resolution was 5g. An estimated
accuracy for the calibration was set to 1% as the pulley friction degrades the calibration.
The calibration sheet can be found in appendix 6.

Alternative calibration: To improve the displayed resolution of 0.005kg one can in-
crease the external scale parts, (standard settings are 5000). One need to be aware of
that increasing the external scale parts will reduce the measurements rate, (standars ca
30sps), for acceleration measurements this could be a disadvantage. A guideline is when
max load put on the sensors, the internal scale parts should be at least twice the external
scale parts. For best stability a suitable value is 5:1. If the displayed resolution depends
on other hardware/software reasons an alternative would be to set the max calibration
figure in [N] instead. Then the displayed thrust would be presented in [N] instead of [kg]
and the displayed resolution would be 0.005N instead.

Alternative to improve accuracy could be to measure the static friction constant
of the pulley. For example use a wire over the pulley hung two calibration weights of
exactly same weight on each side. By adding a small weight at one side, till the pulley
turns, one gets µ from added weight devided by the total equlibrium weight. When max
calibrating is on then one can add the pulley friction force.
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Figure 4.10: Calibration

Alternative: Hang a large weight in the calibration beam wire, lift up the weight a
little and slowly let it hang free and read the displayed value. Press down the weight
and then let it hang free, read the value. The deviation between the two values divided
by the weight gives the pulley friction coefficient to adjust against.

To investigate how the motor vibrations affect the thrust measurement accuracy it
is possible to do non-static accuracy test. One can run the motor with load from the
calibration beam, without propeller. If the displayed thrust not deviate abnormal at any
Ω it can support the accuracy.

4.2.3 Model propellers

The idea of testing model propellers is to try out the rigs speed and thrust range before
testing the Box-prop. As the model propellers have specified limits one can thereby
perform the rig test in a safer manner. The available test propellers specifics are shown
in table form in 4.1. For some of the propellers we have known test data produced by
UIUC [45]. This makes it possible to compare the SSR data with the UIUC to get a
knowledge about the rig measuring performance.
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Table 4.1: Model test propellers

Pitch D Bore Available

Model Propeller, single two bladed (in) (mm) (mm) Data Test objective, (Ωspecifyed)

Graupner CAM 11x6 15 280 10 yes Main test prop (12krpm)

Aeronaut CAMcarbon 11x6 Power-prop 15 280 8 no High Load prop

Graupner CAM 7x4, 8mm bore 4 180 8 no High speed prop (19krpm)

APC Thin Electric 11x5,5 5,5 280 5,6,8 yes
Contra config props

APC Thin Electric Pusher 11x5,5 5,5 280 5,6,8 yes

Graupner Electro Prop 8x5 counter pair 5 200 5,6,8 no High speed contra config (17krpm)

Figure 4.11: CAM carbon propeller, 12mm and 8mm adapter

4.2.4 Accuracy

The computed accuracy are based on the below stated accuracies, where the thrust
is estimated from test measures (appendix 6) and the LSD displayed by the TI-1200
indicator. As the battery bank delivered little fluctuating power, Ω had hard to stabilize,
there by an addition of error was put into the LSD for a transient or overrated case.
The instrument accuracies are presented below with the % of reading and a added error
from the LSD.

Table 4.2: Instrument sensor accuracy

T = ±(0.5% +0.005kg)

Ω = ±(0.05% +10rpm) ∈[stable]

Ω = ±(0.05% +50rpm) ∈[transient]

I = ±(2% +0.05A) ∈[0-40A]

I = ±(2% +0.3A) ∈[40-400A]

U = ±(0.8% +0.05V)

Tm = ±2 ◦C
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As the accuracy is deviating on the operating speed range and for specific parameter,
the data accuracies was calculated from the stated sensor accuracy 4.2. The values are
presented in best accuracy and worst, see table 4.3. As the accuracy improves with
operational speed the best accuracy stands for the upper speed range and the worst for
the lower. The accuracy are calculated for 25 krpm and 7krpm, with the whole battery
bank connected.

Table 4.3: Data accuracy (±% of parameter) best and worst within the test range

Accuracy

Parameter: Best: Worst:

Ω 0.09% 0.19%

T 0.7% 2.3%

I 2.3% 3.3%

U 0.91% 0.90%

Pel 3.2% 4.2%

Pshaft 4.2% 5.2%

Q 4.3% 5.3%

η 7.2% 9.1%

CT 2.7% 4.5%

CP 6.5% 7.5%

Transient:

Ω 0.26% 0.74%

CT 3.0% 5.5%

CP 7% 9%

One need to be aware that the Pshaft comes from a simplified circuit model where I0 and
R are estimated accuracies. Thereby Q, η and CP follows with the same uncertainties
in accuracy from the Pshaft.

The transient accuracy or overrated is followed by ±50rpm in cause of the fluctuating
power. The CP accuracy are bad as it is influenced by several summarized less good
accuracies, not to mention I. As the uncertain accuracy the CP is rounded upwards to
the nearest .5, but the CT are more ”thrustworthy” instead.

4.2.5 Rapid prototyping

The field of testing a plastic RP propellers is relatively unknown. Some a simple initiating
load calculations indicated that some RP materials would manage the corresponding
blade root force. A first estimated force was approximately 15Mpa for Ωopt [44]. Also
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a computation was maid by the thesis co worker where the blade root force was similar
which corresponds to about a 700N radial load on each blade[5].

The two potential materials found was Verogrey Fulcure 850 and Ultem 9085 supplied
by Digital mechanics. The most essential properties that decided the RP choice can be
seen in table 4.4,[59][44].

As the forces are acting on the propeller root a low dense material comes of interest
as well as the strength. The layer thickness are also very important as the blade chord
thickness gets down to about 1mm, and in the trailing and leading edge less then that.
A to low building resolution can create small disruptions in the material, which thereby
can dilute the structure which make the material properties no longer are reliable. The
layer thickness also affects the surface finish which in turn can affect the aerodynamic
performance. In this case the Verogrey had the best performance found. The uncertainty
of Verogrey was its low temperature resistance as the air friction heats the blade tips to
near its glas transition temperature.

Table 4.4: Box-prop material properties

Properteis: Verogrey Fulcure 850 Ultem 9085

RP method Polyjet FDM

Layer thickness 0.016 mm 0.256 mm

Density 1.18 g/cm2 1.34 g/cm2

Tensile strength 60 Mpa 72 Mpa

Tensile modulus 3.000 Mpa 2.220 Mpa

Tensile elongation 15% 6%

Flexural modulus 95 Mpa 115 Mpa

Flexural strength 3.000 Mpa 2.507 Mpa

Glas transition temperature (Tg) 56 ◦C 186 ◦C

There was also additional load test parts rapid prototyped, 12 in Verogrey and 8 in
Ultem to try out the actual strenght. The load tests was maid of different thickness
and building angles simulating a scaled propeller blade. The test procedure was not
performed but it can be found in appendix 6 and teamsite[60].

For the CAD to RP procedure, the hub was maid in CAD and the designed blade
was imported and maid by S.Adriansson[5]. The processed coordinates from the Matlab
program generate a excel file which then could be imported as point coordinates in the
CAD tool. The propeller CAD was compiled to a .IEGS file to send to the manufacturer.
Errors with the RP machines at the manufacturer can occur if any solid combining section
are less the 2 times the layer resolution, which was one of the case for the load tests.
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4.2.6 Propeller balancing

The aspect of rotating a component using very high rotational speed sets demand on the
propellers centre of gravity (cg). A ISO standard criteria for crack shafts and propellers
with special requirements have a balance grade quality of G16[40]. As the propeller are
only to be tried out for a very short period of time and additional safety containment
apply one can assume a lower grade. The next steps of general ISO grades lies at G40
and G100.

Calculating G100 through the equations in section 2.4 one get the permissible residual
eccentricity eper=37µm, which gives Uper=4.5g-mm. The difference to the G16 grade is
quite drastically where eper=5.9µm and Uper=0.7g-mm instead. For the values Ωopt are
used.

As RP manufacturing can have up to 1% error in shape retention, balancing rings
was added to the hub. If balancing appears necessary one can to reduce material from
the balancing rings. As proper balancing equipment not are available and lack of time
to building a balancing bench a compromise was maid.

An attempt was done to perform a balancing with the propeller mounted on a 10mm
axis placed on two parallel razor blades. If the propeller turns and settles at a specific
location it gives an indication of unbalance, see figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12: Box-prop balancing test

A small balancing unit was maid of aluminium angles for one-dimensional balancing
shown in figure 4.12. The parts creating the frame for the razorblades are accurately
processed together, creating mirrored drilled holes and slits. The razorblades is placed in
two identical parallel slits, attached into a bolt each making them adjustable in horizontal
angle. At the opposite side the blades resting on two thin identical calibration angles
(ca) of length equal the spacing between the razorblades. When adjusting the ca, the
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hight of the razorblades adjust itself by Lca,adjusttan(5.75◦). By calculating with basic
trigonometry this corresponds to 0.1mm per 1mm adjusted on the calibration angle,
which in turn corresponds to 0.072◦ on the razor blades. By testing in which adjustment
interval the free axis overcome the friction force one can calculate the friction coefficient
between the axis and razorblades. With the friction coefficient known one can calculate
the minimum dislocation in cg to overcome the friction force. The friction force was
calculated to µ=0.0075 and thereby the minimum cg balance till Xcg = raµ=38µm,
where ra is the axis radius. The balancing requires a test of the whole axis circumference
as the calculation done with a parallel cg dislocation to the horizontal razor blades. The
calculations can be found in appendix 6.

When balancing this accurate one need very precise measurements, fineness when
adjusting the calibration angles, fixated balance unit, clean razor blades, orthogonal
placement of the axis and repeatable balance tests. As any unbalance was hard to detect
on the Box propeller one could conciser that the propeller are from the manufacturing
within the standard balance criteria of Xcg<37.5µm. When testing the CAM 11x6 prop
it was not adjusting itself which indicates a better balancing then the balancing units
max capacity of 38µm.

4.3 Experimental Setup

When the rig had been deployed and initiated, the SSR preparation and propeller tests
was performed with the following steps:

1. Before starting up the rig: Check power connections and poles on motor system,
battery bank and drive system, attach the cables if needed. Be certain of which
Ωmax is the aim and if the terminal voltage are suitable for that range, (otherwise
one should reconnected battery bank).

2. Install propeller test sample: Place the aluminium cone in the adapter axis, rotate
it to match earlier markings for a repeatable set-up. Mount the propeller adapter
on the motor axis, mount the Box-prop in the adapter, make sure that the heals
are in place on the adapter cone. There are two possible locations to click in the
propeller heals on the adapter cone, for a repeatable set-up follow earlier markings
or place the propeller where one blade pointing in the marking direction on the
cone edge. Place the brick on the adapter axis, mount the nut on the adapter
axis. Hold on to the outer hub while putting pressure onto the hub centre making
the adapter grip a little in the motor axis, tighten the adapter nut (one can put
pressure on the axis adapter centre with the thumb when tighten to stabilize), a
moment of approximately 3-4Nm was used. Be aware that the propeller blades are
extremely sensitive so be cautious when installing the propellers!

3. Measure ambient properties: Measure the ambient temperature and desirable the
atmospheric pressure, (it is possible to use the IR Thermometer at the initial move
frame).
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4. Camera mounting: Mount up the camera to capture the displayed data, make sure
that the screen covers all essential information to capture; propeller section and
displayed instrument data.

5. Safety barrier: Put up a roadblock line at the test area entrances to make sure
no one unauthorized are entering when testing. (Make sure that the responsible
operator and observer resides within the cantonment screen area. One can also
tape additional safety lines on the floor indicating a safe observer zone.

6. Power up: Switch main power to ON, connect the controller to the 6V power source
(a blue led will light), check that the switch is at zero throttle! Set amperemeter
on range 40A, multimeter on range 400V, TI-1200 at ON. Turn on the tachometer
with a stripe pressing the button down, (make sure that the laser aims to the
reflective tape on the motor axis). Turn on the IR thermometer with the stripe,
(make sure that the laser points on the motor casing downstream end). Add the
additional multimeters or instruments if needed.

7. Instrument check: Do a quick check that all instruments are on, and show zero
values, except the ESC terminal voltage. The voltage should show between 48V and
53V if the whole bank are connected. (If the battery voltage are below 11.5V/unit
it could be time to charge the bank as the max operating drop are 10V/battery).
One can also check that the thrust sensor reacts to force normally. Note that the
amperemeters have auto shut-off after 15min and when exceeding 40A one need to
manualy switch to the 400A range. The multimeters also have auto shut-off after
10min if not adjusting the standard settings.

8. Start up: When everything are cheeked and ok, turn on the ESC power, a double
bip sound will noise. Turn on the camera film capturing, accelerate with the
controller and stabilize at each data point to capture.

4.3.1 Propeller test sessions

When testing, note propeller behaviour and abnormal vibrations. After each run check
the propeller samples if the material are intact, no cracks. The propellers to capture
static tests data of was; Graupner CAM prop 11x6, Graupner CAM prop 7x4, Box-prop
Ultem and Box-prop Verogrey. The test session schedule was divided into the flowing
test run executions stated in table 4.5.
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Figure 4.13: Deployed SSR with the experimental set-up prepared for testing

Table 4.5: Test session schedule

Model propeller test sesions:

Sample aim Ωmax purpose

1 CAM prop 11x6 70% Rig initiating test to UIUC data limit

2 CAM prop 11x6 140% Rig functionality load test

3 CAM prop 7x4 140% Rig functionality speed test

Box-prop propeller test sessions:

Sample aim Ωopt

1 Box-prop Ultem 50%

2 Box-prop Verogrey 50%

3 Box-prop Ultem 75%

4 Box-prop Verogrey 75%

5 Box-prop Ultem 100%

6 Box-prop Verogrey 100%
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Result

Totally 9 static tests with captured data was performed on the first Box-prop design
version. 3 test samples with the Ultem 9085 material and 6 with the Vero grey. Two
initiating test was performed with the Graupner CAM 11x6 and 7x4 propellers. The
test samples are presented in coefficient of thrust CT and coefficient of power CP . A
maximum operational speed of 93.5% Ωopt war reached. The stagnating Box-prop CT
was approximately 0.31 and CP just above 0.7. The data devination between the SSR
and UIUC CT was about +9%. For the captured SSR data the CT accuracy was ±2.7%
as best in the highest operational range and ±5.5% in the lowest. The CP accuracy
estimated to ±7% and ±9%.

The following chapter presents the RP results of the Box-propeller and the captured
data presented in CT and CP .
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5.1 Rapid prototyping of propellers

Ultem 9085: Very rough blade surface, hint of material absence in the airfoil edges.
Visually flexible blades, more then expected and compare to Verogrey, despite the ma-
terial data tells the opposite. Could perhaps be because of weakened material from bad
layer resolution. Meassured dimessions: Hub axis centre (11.9mmØ), -0.1mm compare
to CAD, Hub OD (60.1mmØ), +0.1mm compare to CAD, Max propeller tip tickness
(1.2mm).

The Ultem propeller was tested up to 79%Ωopt, the thrust performance was about
15% less then Verogrey at the tested max speed. The irregular surface seamed to give
some minor penalty in performance.

Verogrey fulcure 850: Very nice and smooth surface, no visually differance from the
CAD, but some dauby surface or gluey rest product from the FFF. According to DM
it is possible to clean away the gluey rests with cold water. The material had some
gases solvent medium smell, according to the supplier it takes 1 week for the material to
harden fully after fabrication. The measured dimensions where the same as the Ultem
propeller except for the Hub axis center (11.7mm). To fit to the 12mm adapter it one
was needed to use a 12mm reamer, which maid it fit perfectly.

The polyjet sample managed little above 100% Ωopt, but captured data only up till
93.5% Ωopt. Before the first Verogrey propeller was processed to fit the adapter one
more was ordered with increased hub axis centre to 12.25mm in the CAD. This one was
reclaimed because of minor material damages, the reason was as the building started at
the propeller front/tips when is should start from the rear with the tips pointing upwards
for best result.
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Figure 5.1: Box-prop close view, Polyjet Vero grey Fullcure

Figure 5.2: Box-prop close view, FDM Ultem 9085
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5.4 Static rig specification

The SSR performance results are presented in specifications. They are created from the
DDR specifications in chapter 3.3 as the system design comes from the same groundwork.
The specification are presented in a summarized overall specification table, and a little
more detailed system specification table.

Table 5.1: SSR overall specifications

Rig specification

Operational test time: 120 sec

Mechanical shaft power: 10 kw

Rotational speed capacity: 32 000 rpm

Maximum shaft torque: 3.1 Nm

Propeller diameter capacity: 500 mm

Thrust capability: 250 N

Mobility to anechoic environment: yes

Containment in radial direction: yes

Rotational speed indication: yes

Control capability distance: 5 m

Main power switch: yes

Main fuse capacity: 300 A
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Table 5.2: SSR system specifications

Rig system specification

Electric drive system requirements

Operational time to manage at full power: 120 sec

Full current capability: 300 A

Minimum Voltage at end of full power: 46 V

Max Voltage for system to manage: 63 V

Control capability distance: 5 m

Main power switch: yes

Main fuse: yes

Frame spesefication

Frame load capacity of propeller center in x-direction: 250 N

Frame load capacity of propeller center in all directions: 100 N

Structural capacity safety factor: 2.5

Assembly and mobility for anechoic placement: yes

Minimum safety screen distance from propeller center: 450 mm

Minimum propeller center to screen edge angle: 30◦

Unbalance allowed at 0 - 32 000 rpm: 1g cm

Sensor system spesefication

Available physical quantiteis to capture: [N]/[rpm]/[A]/[V]

Real time display parameters for safety and control: T,Ω, I, U

Maximum uncertainty of captured Tmax data: 1%

Thrust capacity limit: 250 N
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Conclusions

The aim was to build the SSR in order to perform the first Box-prop tests and for
DDR preparatory purpose. The time consumption of designing, component research,
ordering, building and testing have been difficult to predict. As it turned out the thesis
contributed to a static rig, initiating Box propeller data and groundwork of a contra
rotating rig design with its main components purchased.
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The project have been a experience and educating journey, one realize the importance
of limiting the field of work, prioritize and compromise the work to match sufficient
functionality, budget and time scope.

The SSR was deployed with no significant problems and was functional for its pur-
pose. However two operating deficiencies appeared which was not fully solved before
handed over to the next coming thesis team. The problems to deal with was unpre-
dicted ESC shut-down and fluctuating power source.

One very frustrating ESC problem during the SSR testing was that the log and
programmable interface gave access denied, plus the shut-downs around 100A load. The
causes was little tricky to predict as the programmable settings not was possible to
adjust. Later on after installed another ESC unit it was discovered that the first ESC
was defect. Thereby the unwanted shut-down could be derived to thermal issues from
the ESC log and settings.

Looking back one could reasonably optimized the work by avoiding a lot of extra
design work through better limitations and objectives. One view point is that the SSR
would have been ready for testing very early if the DDR design was excluded. One could
the had the time to investigate the instrumentation part further and then perform more
functionality tests, calibrations and propeller tests. Of the two RP methods the Polyjet
Verogrey had evidently better properties then the FDM method.

After all the DDR design have narrow the path for the second thesis team markedly.
The SSR have given better knowledge about the drive system hardware for the DDR, and
the purchasing of components and the MBA500 sensor give a much better start advantage
to deploy the DDR for the next thesis team. But further system investigations of the
fluctuating battery bank current and thermal ESC problems are left to be solved before
the DDR are operating.

Future work and improvements are to deploy the DDR with a secure and reliable
solution of a motor attachment. Solve the installation of the MBA500 sensor in a safe
manner from side loads and prop mounting. It is recommended to improve the in-
strumentation accuracy, thrust and especially current. For the DDR the accuracy are
dramatically improved by the MBA500. Equip the DDR with additional instrumenta-
tion to investigate such as noise levels and acoustics, blade flutter and improved rpm
sensor compatible with labview.

It is possible to investigate better RP methods and materials. Manufacture larger
scale propellers by about 1/3 larger diameter as the drive system is well over dimensioned.
Further aluminium milled propeller could be an alternative or maybe casting. The
Fulcure 850 is tried out and could thereby be recommended for similar tests. The
containment should be strengthen in radial direction if higher speeds occur or larger
prop diameters.

Thrust corrections could be done as the motor impeller and hub cause some distur-
bance. A improved circut model where accurate measuring of the zero current, resistance
and temperature could be redundant to the thrust and torque for the DDR. Installing
the MBA500 sensor and doing improvments of instrumentations it would be reasonable
to improve the CT and CP accuracy to more then ±1%.
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Appendix A - Matlab code, calculations

Main code created for motor circuit model calculations and captured data processing.



Box propeller data processing: Power and Thrust coefficients 

% Propeller plots from captured SSR data, Ct, Cp of BoxProp Ultem & Verogrey  
% Model prop plot of Graupner CAM11x6 and CAM7x4 
% The program uses the function propDataGen to compute CP and Ct from 
% loaded propeller data 
% Matrix form: [n(rpm),T(kg),I(A),Ue(V),Tm(C∞)] D - Diameter 
clear all; 
  
  
%% BP Ultem 50% 79B%                               % k1-start value 
D1 = load('Prop Data/BPuV1a50.txt'); k1=4; k2=length(D1)-1; n=D1(:,1); 
% n[rpm],T[kg],I[A],U[V],Tm[C∞],Ubat[V],t[s] 
[Ct,Cp,Pshaft,Q,eta]=propDataGen(D1(:,1),D1(:,2),D1(:,3),D1(:,4),30,0.15); 
Ct1=Ct(k1:k2); Cp1=Cp(k1:k2); n1=D1(k1:k2); %eta=eta(k1:k2); 
  
D1 = load('Prop Data/BPuV1a79B.txt'); k1=6; k2=length(D1); n=D1(:,1); 
% n[rpm],T[kg],I[A],U[V],Tm[C∞],Ubat[V],t[s] 
[Ct,Cp,Pshaft,Q,eta]=propDataGen(D1(:,1),D1(:,2),D1(:,3),D1(:,4),30,0.15); 
Ct2=Ct(k1:k2); Cp2=Cp(k1:k2); n2=D1(k1:k2); %eta=eta(k1:k2); 
  
plotP2(n1/1000,Ct1,n2/1000,Ct2,'$\Omega$ [krpm]','$C_{T}$, Coefecient of 
thrust',...%'Box-prop Ultem 9085',... 
    '',1,'Stable 50\% $\Omega_{max}$','Transient 79\% $\Omega_{max}$',[0 25 0 0.5]) 
plotP2(n1/1000,Cp1,n2/1000,Cp2,'$\Omega$ [krpm]','$C_{P}$, Coefecient of power',...%'Box-
prop Ultem 9085',... 
    '',2,'Stable 50\% $\Omega_{max}$','Transient 79\% $\Omega_{max}$',[0 25 0 1]) 
  
. 
. 
.  
  
%% BP vero grey 50%, 79%, 79% 

function [Ct,Cp,Pshaft,Q,eta] = propDataGen( n,T,I,Ue,Tm,D ) 
%Generate prop data 
% Input: 
% n-rotational speed[rpm],T-thrust[N] 
% I-Current[A],Ue-Voltage[V],Tm-Motor Temperature[C∞] 
% Uoutput: 
% Ct-coeficient of thrust, Cp-coeficient of power 
% Pshaft-Shaft power[w], Q-Shaft torque[Nm], eta-motor efficiancy 
  
g = 9.82;                
Pa = 99480; 
Ta = 293; 
rho = Pa/(287*Ta); 
  
R0 = 0.002; 
Kv = 875; 
I0 = 1.2; %6; 
Rcu = 0.0042;   
  
nSI = n/60; 
v = pi*D*nSI; 
omega = 2*pi*n/60; 
Pel = I.*Ue; 
  
R = R0*(1+Rcu.*Tm); 
Pshaft = (I-I0).*(Ue-I.*R); 
eta = Pshaft./Pel; 
Q = Pshaft./omega; 
  
T=T.*g; 
Ct = T./(rho.*nSI.^2*D^4); 
Cp = Pshaft./(rho.*nSI.^3.*D^5); 
  
end 



Motor performance and comparison calculations  
 
% Simplifyed circut model: 
% Motor constants taken from Lehner, LeopardHobby, Castle creation.  
% Data serie: I(A) Pel(W) omega(rpm) Qm(Ncm) Pmech(W) eta(%) 
clear all;               
  
% Motor constatnts 
%LBP-56110,-5698,-4092,-3674,Neu2230,Lehner3080/-5T,-6T,-7T,2280/5T 
  
Imax = [300 208 140 135 200 350 350 350 350];  % Max stated current 
I0 = [7.4 4 4.5 4.5 7 8 6 5 6];                 % Simplifacation of I0, (generally an 2nd 
order polynom) 
U = [24 29 23 18 55 47 57 60 60];                % Max stated voltage 
Kv = [1430 1100 1730 3270 725 1050 875 750 1480]; % Given speed constant          
R0 = [2.7 5.3 6.5 3.3 4 2 3 3 3]/1000;             % Given internal resistance, (genarly 
varying with temp/current) 
  
Dm = [56 56 40 36 63.5 60 60 60 44]/1000;            % motor diameter 
Pmax =[7.2 6.5 4.2 3.5 10 11 11 11 8]*1000;           % Max stated managed power 
  
%% Circut current Model, dependent on I vector 
  
for k=1:9 
[I1,P1,eta1,Omega1,Q1] = currentX( Imax(k),I0(k),U(k),Kv(k),R0(k) ); 
I(:,k) = I1; P(:,k) = P1; eta(:,k) = eta1; Omega(:,k) = Omega1; Q(:,k) = Q1; 
  
%[Cp1,M1] = CpCalc2( Pmax(k), Omega1, 0.15);  % Cp tests for varying omega 
%Cp(:,k) = Cp1; M(:,k) = M1; 
  
end 
  
%% Circut voltage Model, dependent on U vector (Omega) 
% The Voltage U(V) varies every data spacing from U[V]=Umax(0.2 to 1) 
  
D=0.15;     % Assumed suiteble prop diameter 
for k=1:9 
[U1,P1,eta1,Omega1,Q1] = voltageX( Imax(k),I0(k),U(k),Kv(k),R0(k) ); 
P2(:,k) = P1; Omega2(:,k) = Omega1; % U(:,k) = U1; eta(:,k) = eta1; Q(:,k) = Q1; 
  
[Cp1,M1] = CpCalc2( P1, Omega1, D); 
Cp(:,k) = Cp1; M(:,k) = M1; 
  
D2 = Dm(k)/0.4;         % Min prop diameter for Dhub=Dm 
[Cp1,M1] = CpCalc2( P1, Omega1, D2); 
Cp2(:,k) = Cp1; M2(:,k) = M1; 
  
end 
  
%% Plots of the computed motor data  
  
% plot Cp(M)    
figure(5); clf; 
plot(M(:,7),Cp(:,7),'-b',M(:,5),Cp(:,5),'-k',M(:,9),Cp(:,9),'-r',... 
    M(:,2),Cp(:,2),'--g',M(:,3),Cp(:,3),'--k',M(:,4),Cp(:,4),'--m') 
%,M(:,6),Cp(:,6),M(:,8),Cp(:,8) M(:,5),Cp(:,5), 
set(0,'defaulttextinterpreter','latex') 
ylabel('Coefficient of power, $C_{P}$'); set(get(gca,'ylabel'), 'FontSize', 14); 
xlabel('Mach Number, $M$'); set(get(gca,'xlabel'), 'FontSize', 14); 
%title('Lehner - Leopard motor comparison, 1:28 GE36 scale'); set(get(gca,'title'), 
'FontSize', 14); 
Fig1Ax1 = get(5, 'Children'); 
Fig1Ax1Line1 = get(Fig1Ax1, 'Children'); 
set(Fig1Ax1Line1, 'LineWidth', 2); 
set(gca, 'LineWidth', 1); %set(gca, 'FontSize', 14); 
legend('L3080','Neu2230','L2280','LBP5698','LBP4092','LBP3674'); 
%set(gca,'ytick',[]); 
grid on; 
axis([0 1 0 5]);  
  
%% 
% Plot Cp(M) min prop diameter 



figure(6); clf; 
plot(M2(:,9),Cp2(:,9),'-r',M2(:,7),Cp2(:,7),'-b',M2(:,3),Cp2(:,3),'--k',... 
    M2(:,2),Cp2(:,2),'--g',M2(:,5),Cp2(:,5),'-k',M2(:,4),Cp2(:,4),'--m'); 
%,M2(:,6),Cp2(:,6),M2(:,8),Cp2(:,8) M2(:,5),Cp2(:,5), 
set(0,'defaulttextinterpreter','latex') 
ylabel('Coefficient of power, $C_{P}$'); set(get(gca,'ylabel'), 'FontSize', 14); 
xlabel('Mach Number, $M$'); set(get(gca,'xlabel'), 'FontSize', 14); 
%title('Lehner - Leopard motor comparison, minimum diameter'); set(get(gca,'title'), 
'FontSize', 14); 
Fig1Ax1 = get(6, 'Children'); 
Fig1Ax1Line1 = get(Fig1Ax1, 'Children'); 
set(Fig1Ax1Line1, 'LineWidth', 2); 
set(gca, 'LineWidth', 1); %set(gca, 'FontSize', 14); 
legend('L2280','L3080','LBP4092','LBP5698','Neu2230','LBP3674'); 
%set(gca,'ytick',[]); 
grid on; 
axis([0 1 0 5]);  
.
.
.

function [ I,P,eta,Omega,Q ] = currentX( Imax,I0,U,Kv,R0 ) 
% currentX:  
% Simplifyed circut model where data varies with I. 
% I - current vector, P - power vectror, eta - efficiancy vector 
% Omega - rotational speed vector, Q - torque vector 
  
Istep = (Imax - I0)/(1000);      % Model data resolution 
I = [I0:Istep:Imax]';            % I vector 
  
R2 = R0*(0.0042*30*I.^2)/(Imax^2);  % Ressistance model, (litle affect) 
R = R0+R2; 
%R=R0;                               % Lehner apply no resistance model 
  
P = (I-I0).*(U-R.*I);               % Power equation 
eta = P./(I*U);                    % Efficiancy 
  
Kvv=Kv.*eta;                     % Kv number, as eta are varies, Kv as well 
Omega = (U - R.*I).*Kvv;        % Realistic rotational speed 
  
OmegaSI = 2*pi*Omega/60;      % Omega in SI units 
Q = P.*eta./OmegaSI;         % Torque equation 
  
%Omega = (U - R.*I)*Kv;   % Lehner model of Omega (lossfree) 
  
%KvSI = 2*pi*Kv/60;                     % Speed constant in SI units 
%KqSI = KvSI./eta;                      % Torque constatn in SI units 
%Q = (I-I0)./KqSI                       % Alternative torqe equations 
%Q = ((U - OmegaSI./KvSI)./R-I0)./KqSI 
  
end 
  
 
function [ U,P,eta,Omega,Q ] = voltageX( Imax,I0,Umax,Kv,R0 ) 
% voltageX:  
% Simplifyed circut model where data varies with U. 
% I - current vector, P - power vectror, eta - efficiancy vector 
% Omega - rotational speed vector, Q - torque vector 
  
U0 = 0.2*Umax; 
Ustep = (Umax - U0)/(100);      % Model data resolution 
U = [U0:Ustep:Umax]';            % U vector 
  
%R2 = R0*(0.0042*30*I.^2)/(Imax^2);  % Ressistance model, (litle affect) 
%R = R0+R2; 
%R=R0;                               % Lehner apply no resistance model 
  
P = (Imax-I0).*(U-R0.*Imax);               % Power equation 
eta = P./(Imax.*U);                    % Efficiancy 
  



%Kvv=Kv.*eta;                     % Kv number, as eta are varies, Kv as well 
Omega = (U - R0.*Imax).*Kv;        % Realistic rotational speed 
  
OmegaSI = 2*pi*Omega/60;      % Omega in SI units 
Q = P.*eta./OmegaSI;         % Torque equation 
  
%Omega = (U - R.*I)*Kv;   % Lehner model of Omega (lossfree) 
  
%KvSI = 2*pi*Kv/60;                     % Speed constant in SI units 
%KqSI = KvSI./eta;                      % Torque constatn in SI units 
%Q = (I-I0)./KqSI                       % Alternative torqe equations 
%Q = ((U - OmegaSI./KvSI)./R-I0)./KqSI 
  
end 
  
 

Balancing calculation 
 
% BalanceCalc - Calculation of max balancing accuarcy  
 % (max mass center dislocation at stedy state in 1-dimenssion)    
 % balanced state requires that no dynamic movents apply. 
 % the balancing procedure requries a fully horizontal razor blades, (calibrated) 
 % Ortigonl calibration axis to the razorblades. 
 % error in the balancing can occur from durt or unsmooth contact surfaces 
clear all; 
  
Lc = 0.0598;         % Length of calibraton angle (59,8)mm 
Hc = 0.006;         % Heigth of calibration angle (18,9-12,9)mm 
fic = atand(Hc/Lc)   % Calibration adjustment angle 
  
Lc2 = 0.0635;           % (63,5)mm 
Hc2 = 0.0064;            % (19-12,6)mm   
fic2 = atand(Hc2/Lc2)   % Calibration adjustment angle2 
fiDiff = fic-fic2       % calibrantion angle differance (0,025∞) 
  
rho = 7800;            % axis density kg/m3 
ra = 0.005;             % axis radius 
rl = 0.1;                % axis length 
ma = rho*rl*pi*ra^2;     % balanceaxis total mass 
g = 9.82;               % gravitational constant 
  
Lr = 0.08;            % Length of razorblade 
Ladj = 0.012/2;      % Length adjustment of calibration angle 
Hr = Ladj*tand(fic) % adjustment hiegth of razor blade 
  
fir = atand(Hr/Lr) % razorblade angle 
Fb = ma*g*sind(fir); % Firction force - razorblade and steel axix (N) 
Nb = ma*g*cosd(fir);  % Normal force - razorblade and steel axix (N) 
my = Fb/Nb            % balanceing Firction coefecient 
  
mad = 9*10^-3;          % Prop adapter mass 
mprop = 43*1.22*10^-3;  % BoxProp mass 
M = ma+mad+mprop;      % total mass 
  
Xcg = ra*my*10^6     % center of gravity dislocation in (?m) at balanced state 

%% ISO standard balancing 
n=26000; omega=2*pi*n/60; r=0.075; %m=M*1000; 
G=16;       % ISO standard, vibration mm/s 
  
eper = 1000*G/omega         % (?m) Permissible Residual Eccentricity 
  
p = eper*M/r            % (g) max unbalance 
  
Uper=eper*M         % (mm-g) permissible resudual unbalance 
  
%Uper = 9.549*G*m/n   
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Part ID: Component/ System /Sub system: Description/ Dimenssion: Suplier: sek/pcs pcs Total
1000 Electric Drive System:
1100 Motor system:
1101 Brushless Motor 6 winding, core air cooling, 350A, 57V, 30mm radius, 80mm coil !"#$"% 4649,13 1 4 649,13 kr
1102 Y-Connectors 16kvmm Connectors for triangle configuration, 875KV &'%()"**"+, 150 3 450,00 kr
1103 S-Connector 16kvmm Connector for star configuration, 505KV
1104 ESC - Electric Speed Controller Fulcrum Pro+ 300A/380A, 63V, data logging -./0 2322,727 1 2 322,73 kr
1105 Capacitor Bank Multifunction Capacitor Bank I -./0 143,1818 1 143,18 kr
1106 Red Power cable 50kvmm (+) Power Cable, Capacitor to Fuse box /123"45 519,2 1 519,20 kr
1107 Black Power cable 50kvmm (-) Power Cable, Capacitor to Power supply /123"45 519,2 1 519,20 kr

1200 Control system:
1201 Control wire Servo extension cable 0.9m -./0 37,54545 2 75,09 kr
1202 Throttle control G.T. Power Servo Tester - CCPM Servo Consistency Master -./0 114,5455 1 114,55 kr
1203 Throttle control power 6V battery pack, 5x1,2V battery + 1 dummy 1
1204 Throttle power adapter 3-pin connector to battery pack &'%()"**"+, 1

1300 Power system:
1301 Main Power Supply AGM deep Cycle, 12V,100Ah 6*($21$" 1867,39 4 7 469,56 kr
1302 Red Battery parallel connector 50kvmm (+) to (+) parallel battery connector &'%()"**"+, 1
1303 Black Battery parallel connector 50kvmm (-) to (-) parallel battery connector &'%()"**"+, 1
1304 Battery series connector 50kvmm (+) to (-) series battery connector &'%()"**"+, 2
1305 Red measure connector Power Supply to Main switch, temp and amp measuring &'%()"**"+, 1
1306 Main power switch 50kvmm, 12V, 350A/500A Battery disconector /123"45 139 1 139,00 kr
1307 Red connector 50kvmm (+) connector, main switch to fuse &'%()"**"+, 1
1308 Fuse box 50kvmm, 12V, 300A Fuse holder /123"45 159,2 1 159,20 kr
1309 300A Fuses 300A, 12V ANL slotted tag fuse /123"45 35,92 2 71,84 kr
1310 150A Fuses 150A, 12V ANL slotted tag fuse /123"45 35,92 2 71,84 kr
1311 Power charger 240 to 12/24V 3-stage battery charger, 12A 67($21$" 675,68 4 2 702,72 kr

2000 Rig Frame:
2100 Pylon platform:
2101 Pylon Beam 380mm 80x40x3 Alu-beam 85*91$+"2"$ 190 0,5 95,00 kr
2102 Pylon Rail angles Flexlink alu-angles &:#524"%*, 2
2103 M8 bolt &:#524"%*, 12
2104 M8 spring plate &:#524"%*, 12
2105 M8 nut &:#524"%*, 4
2106 Pylon Rail Flex Link rail, 88x88 &:#524"%*, 1
2107 M8 bolt &:#524"%*, 4
2108 M8 plate &:#524"%*, 4
2109 Rail nut Flexlink nut &:#524"%*, 8
2110 Front Rail attachment 40x40x4mm ALUangle 85*91$+"2"$ 90 1 90,00 kr
2111 Rear Rail attachment Rear two point attachment, rail to table 85*91$+"2"$ 1
2112 M8 hex bolt &:#524"%*,
2113 M10 nut &:#524"%*, 3
2113 M10 bolt &:#524"%*, 3

2200 Motor platform:
2201 Thrust cell VETEK 20kg alu-loadcells ;.<.= 2
2202 Load cell distance 1mm aluplate disctance &'%()"**"+, 2
2203 M6 hex nut &:#524"%*, 8
2204 Motor Plate 80x8 mm alu platstång 1*240mm pcs 85*91$+"2"$ 220 0,5 110,00 kr
2205 Motor Mount ring Motor Clamp 30xx !"#$"% 214,3478 4 857,39 kr
2206 Front motor plate attachment angle One point attachment, 25x25x2 Alu angle 85*91$+"2"$ 40 0,5 20,00 kr
2207 M6 front plate bolt 85*91$+"2"$ 3
2208 M6 plate 85*91$+"2"$ 3
2209 Rear motor plate attachment angle Tow point attachment angle, 25x25x2 Alu angle 85*91$+"2"$ 1
2210 M6 front plate bolt 85*91$+"2"$ 4
2211 M6 plate 85*91$+"2"$ 4
2212 ESC attachment rod 85*91$+"2"$ 1
2213 ESC stop Alu-plate back stop alu-angle 85*91$+"2"$ 1
2214 M6 countersunk screw 85*91$+"2"$ 1
2215 Motor Stop angle 10x30mm alu-plate 85*91$+"2"$ 2
2216 M6 hex bolt 85*91$+"2"$ 4
2217 M6 nut 85*91$+"2"$ 6
2218 M6 spring plate 85*91$+"2"$ 2
2219 Plastic stripe 280x8mm reopenable plastic stripes /123"45 2

SSR Assembly list



2300 Continment shield:
2301 Transparent plexiglas screen 1010x750x10 med 45' bend !"#$%&"'(()*!!#+ 892 2 1 784,00 kr
2302 Connection list uper1 40x40x4 Alu angle, 750mm pcs ,'(-%+.#"#+
2303 Connection list uper2 30x30x3 Alu angle ,'(-%+.#"#+ 54 0,75 40,50 kr
2304 M6 bolts M6x25mm, 32 pcs ,'(-%+.#"#+ 0,8 40 32,00 kr
2305 M6 Nuts M6 plane nut, 32 pcs ,'(-%+.#"#+ 1,4 40 56,00 kr
2306 M6 plate brick ,'(-%+.#"#+ 0,3 40 12,00 kr
2307 Attach list (35x35x3) St angle ,'(-%+.#"#+ 52 3 156,00 kr
2308 Screen attach screw /0)'"1#2(3
2309 95mm screen Distance Wooden list /0)'"1#2(3
2310 Flexlink Rail long 800mm /0)'"1#2(3 25 1 25,00 kr
2311 Flexlink Rail short 300mm /0)'"1#2(3 44 0,5 22,00 kr
2312 Flexlink Nut /0)'"1#2(3 8
2313 Flexlink angle /0)'"1#2(3 2
2314 M8 bolt /0)'"1#2(3
2315 Table, instrumentation list wooden table with robust steal frame + wood list /0)'"1#2(3 6

2400 Calibration beam:
2401 M8 bolt /0)'"1#2(3
2402 M8 Plate /0)'"1#2(3
2403 Distance outer 10mm steal tube ,'(-%+.#"#+ 1
2404 Pulley 30mm diameter 4'2+#"" 96,27 1 96,27 kr
2405 Distance inner ,'(-%+.#"#+ 1
2406 M8 Plate /0)'"1#2(3
2407 M8 Nut /0)'"1#2(3
2408 Alu angle 25x25x2 Alu angle ,'(-%+.#"'+ 40 0,5 20,00 kr
2409 Steal profile 30x30x2mm steel rectangle, 2*30mm pcs ,'(-%+.#"#+ 88 0,5 44,00 kr
2410 M5 hex screw ,'(-%+.#"#+ 2
2411 Flex link angle Angle for SSR rail attachment /0)'"1#2(3 2
2412 M8 bolt ,'(-%+.#"#+
2413 M8 Nut ,'(-%+.#"#+
2414 Flexlink nut /0)'"1#2(3 4
2415 0,5mm wire Calibration weight wire /0)'"1#2(3 1
2416 Calibration weight 20g 56768 95 1 95,00 kr
2417 Calibration weight 100g 56768 95 1 95,00 kr
2418 Calibration weight 500g 56768 140 1 140,00 kr
2419 Calibration weight 2kg 56768 275 1 275,00 kr
2420 Calibration weight 5 kg 56768 410 1 410,00 kr

3000 Sensor system:
3001 ESC log For capture of (U, I, ") 96:; - -
3002 Multimeter Visualize and capture (U, I) 4'2+#"" 1018 2 2 036,00 kr
3003 Measure conductors standard supplement <
3004 Krokodilklämmor standard supplement <
3005 Thermocouple standard supplement <
3006 Ampermeter To display (I) 4'2+#"" 420,22 2 840,44 kr
3007 Measure conductors standard supplement <
3008 RPM meter 99000 rpm, laser, back lite, 50-500mm range :%"=#1' 295,2 1 295,20 kr
3009 Thrust cell Load cell, max 20 kg, 150% safe load 56768 450 2 900,00 kr
3010 Scale indicator Takes 4st load cells, AC adapter, display (T) 56768 1400 1 1 400,00 kr
3011 Wire, scale indicator Scale indicator connection wire 56768 290 1 290,00 kr
3012 Wire connection Connection lump for load cells /0)'"1#2(3
3013 IR thermometer -30C to 260C, ambient temperature, (Ta, Tm) :%"=#1' 239,2 1 239,20 kr
3014 Camera Camera to capture instrument data 1

104 units SUM: !" $%&&'()*$ 312 29 883 kr

Propellers and additional
Motor/Prop adapter/interface 10/12/30 mm #"#>=2%> @%+&1'+ 83,475 4 333,90 kr
Test Propeller Graupner CAM 11x6, (UIUC data) #"#>=2%> @%+&1'+ 51,975 2 103,95 kr
Test Propeller Graupner CAM 7x4, 8mm bore #"#>=2%> @%+&1'+ 36,75 1 36,75 kr
Box Prop V1 FDM Ultem 9085, 43cm2 A%&%='" ,#>)+%>( 46 43 1 978,00 kr
Box Prop V1 Polyjet Vero Grey Fulcure, 43cm2 A%&%='" ,#>)+%>( 48 43 2 064,00 kr
Load tests Ultem 9085, 8 pcs, 8cm3 A%&%='" ,#>)+%>( 46 8 368,00 kr
Load tests Verogrey; 12 pcs, 11cm2 A%&%='" ,#>)+%>( 48 11 528,00 kr
Box Prop V1, 2nd Polyjet Verogrey Fulcure 850 A%&%='" ,#>)+%>( 48 43 2 064,00 kr
Box Prop V1, 3rd Polyjet Verogrey Fulcure 850 A%&%='" ,#>)+%>( 0 42 0,00 kr

7 476,60 kr
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Appendix C - CAD illustrations
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Figure 4: DDR2.3 wireframe

Figure 5: DDR2.3 concept showing the load cell config measuring torque
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Appendix D - Drawings

• SSR pylon drawing, dimensions, (no thread attachments displayed)

• SSR thrust sensor and motor platform, (no thread attachments displayed)

• Propeller adapter dimensions

• Box propeller Hub dimensions

• Initial SSR and DDR concept drawing
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Appendix E - Images
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Figure 6: Rapid prototyped load tests simulating thin blade chords; 0.5-1.5mm

Figure 7: Final Box propeller version to additive manufacture
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Appendix G - Time plan

• Ghant chart

• Time log
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